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Sierra Leone: 'Atrocities Were Committed By Salone Rebels'

Alpha Sesay

Freetown — After a week-long recess the Charles Taylor trial restarted Tuesday with a defense witness testifying that crimes committed in Sierra Leone during the country's brutal 11-year long civil conflict were perpetrated by its own rebel forces -- not by rebel forces loyal to the former Liberian president.

Charles Ngebeh, a Sierra Leonean national and former member of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) - a Sierra Leonean rebel group which Mr. Taylor is alleged to have supported during the country's civil conflict - insisted that allegations of Taylor's support for the RUF are not true. The exception, he said, was in 1991 when the conflict started in Sierra Leone and Taylor provided some support to the rebel forces in his neighboring country.

Mr. Taylor himself has admitted to providing support for the RUF in 1991, saying that such support was necessary because United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO) rebels were attacking his positions in Liberia with support from the government of Sierra Leone, which the RUF rebels at that time were fighting to dislodge. This support stopped in 1992, according to Taylor, after the Liberian rebels fell out with their RUF counterparts. Corroborating the accused's evidence, Ngebeh has testified that Liberian rebels in Sierra Leone indeed returned to Liberia after falling out with the RUF in an operation titled "Top 20, Top 40, and Top Final."

As he responded to questions from prosecutors under cross-examination, Ngebeh said the Sierra Leonean rebels themselves, of which he was a member, were responsible for atrocities committed in Sierra Leone from 1992 to 1996. He said Taylor's forces had nothing to do with the atrocities committed in Sierra Leone.

"From 92-96 the atrocities that were going on were terrible, caused by us the Sierra Leoneans, let's forget about Mr. Taylor's issue. That was terrible. You won't compare that at the time that Mr. Taylor was assisting the RUF in 1991. Mr. Taylor's NPFL was not killing, the killing that was going on was caused by us the Sierra Leonians," Ngebeh told the court.

Taylor's indictment covers crimes committed by the RUF in Sierra Leone from 1996 to the end of the conflict in 2002. Prosecutors have led evidence to establish that in addition to supporting the RUF within the period covered by the indictment, Taylor also supported the RUF prior to 1996. This, prosecutors hope, will convince the judges that the Joint Criminal Enterprise (JCE) in which Taylor and the RUF were allegedly involved, was a continuous process, spanning a period from the early days of the conflict to its conclusion in 2002.

Taylor has denied these allegations. Now in his defense, the former president's witnesses -- such as Ngebeh -- are telling the judges that apart from 1991, the former president did not have any relationship with the RUF, even prior to 1996 as alleged by prosecutors. It is in this light that Ngebeh sought to exonerate the former president from crimes committed in Sierra Leone from 1992 to 1996.

These crimes, the witness said, were committed by Sierra Leonean rebels.
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RUF Atrocities Don't Concern Taylor's Defense
- Rebel Witness

Atrocities committed by Sierra Leonean rebels during the country's 11-year civil conflict should not be attributed to Charles Taylor as he had no role to play in them, a defense witness for the former Liberian president told the Special Court for Sierra Leone.

Those most responsible for the crimes, he said, have already been punished in Freetown.

Charles Ngbeh, a Sierra Leonean national and former member of the Sierra Leone rebel group, the Revolutionary United Front, finished his testimony today, telling the judges that allegations of Mr. Taylor's support to the RUF are false.

"All the atrocities committed by the RUF are not the concerns of Mr. Taylor. They did happen but it doesn't concern Mr. Taylor. Mr. Taylor has no hands in it," the witness said.

When lead prosecutor Ms. Brenda Hollis put to the witness that RUF commander "Sam Bockarie used his SBUs [Mr. Taylor's Small Boys Unit] to protect government property from being stolen," the witness responded that "it happened but Mr. Taylor is not responsible for it."

Referring to the treatment of civilians by the RUF, Ms. Hollis asked the witness that "and indeed some of these civilians were killed when they were accused of stealing diamonds isn't that correct?"

"All the atrocities you have explained about, is the cause why Issa and others are in prison today but Taylor is not responsible for that. Mr. Taylor is not responsible for it."

In 2009, three RUF commanders, Issa Sesay, Morris Kallon and Augustine Ghao were sentenced to terms of imprisonment by the Special Court for Sierra Leone in Freetown after being convicted for war crimes, crimes against humanity and other serious violations of international humanitarian law committed by them in their individual capacities as well as those committed by their subordinates under the doctrine of command responsibility. Prosecutors now say that these RUF commanders took their own orders from Mr. Taylor. Like Mr. Taylor, all defense witnesses have said that these charges are false.

As Mr. Ngbeh concluded his testimony today, another Sierra Leonean national and former senior member of the RUF, Mr. Fayia Musa, started his testimony in defense of Mr. Taylor. Mr. Musa told the court about the circumstances surrounding the start of the rebel war in Sierra Leone and how Mr. Bockarie (alias Mosquito) became leader of the RUF after the arrest of the group's leader Foday Sankoh in Nigeria in 1997. Mr. Musa said that when the war started in 1991, he was appointed by RUF leader Mr. Sankoh as the group's Agricultural Officer.

According to Mr. Musa, after assuming the leadership of the RUF, Mr. Bockarie became what he called "the devil." He said that all commands in the RUF were handed down by Mr. Bockarie, not Mr. Taylor. In illustrating Mr. Bockarie's wickedness, the witness took off his shirt in open court to show the judges various scars left on his body due to alleged beatings he received on Mr. Bockarie's orders.

"We underwent a lot of punishment, torture, we were tortured, almost every day, both mentally and physically," the witness said.

Asked by Mr. Taylor's defense counsel Courtenay Griffiths to tell the court on whose orders such punishments were administered, the witness said that "on Mosquito's orders. That's Sam Bockarie. He told his boys to tie us until the rope entered my skin and I started bleeding."

"Sam Bockarie, I have started and I will end with this, he was a devil," Mr. Musa said.

Mr. Musa is recorded in the report of Sierra Leone's Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) as being one of the original founders of the RUF. He is the third Sierra Leonean national and the eighth witness who has testified in defense of Mr. Taylor.
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Photographer talks about life and work in Sierra Leone

A young woman from Sierra Leone will be talking about her life and her photography at an exhibition of her work at Reading International Solidarity Centre (RISC) in London Street, United Kingdom, today.

Frances Ngaboh-Smart will share images from Nya Jee Salone - My Mother Sierra Leone - her first book and exhibition, and reveal how the art of photography is changing her life and her future.

Frances will be accompanied by Cecilia Blake, also visiting from Sierra Leone, who will talk about how women in her country are positively working towards lifting themselves out of poverty by learning new skills.

The event starts at 7pm in the RISC Conference Hall in Reading.

Note: Frances Ngaboh-Smart is a staff in Court Management. Cecilia Blake worked until recently at CITS as switchboard operator.
A Former Spokesman of the Sierra Leone Revolutionary United Front, the RUF, Musa Fayia popularly known in Sierra Leone as Fayia, Musa has told the Special Court in The Hague that the marriage between Charles Taylor’s National Patriotic Front of Liberia and the RUF ended in blood letting in 1992. The witness also denied that the RUF was a terrorist organization. John Kollie reports for the BBC World Service Trust on the trial of former Liberian President Charles Taylor.....

Mr. Fayia, Musa has testified that the relationship between the RUF and the NPFL ended in a bloody clash in 1992.

He said the fighting between the RUF and the NPFL inside Sierra Leone ended in the deaths of several fighters from both sides.

Fayia Musa, the Defence Witness told the court this fighting terminated the cordial relationship between Mr. Charles Taylor and Mr. Foday Sankoh.

Mr. Charles Taylor is accused of supporting the RUF Rebels which terrorized the civilian population of Sierra Leone during the civil war. But the Former Spokesman of the RUF, Fayia Musa testifying in Mr. Taylor’s defence denied that the RUF terrorized civilians.

Mr. Fayia Musa also denied that the RUF was opposed to the United States and Great Britain. He said from the early stage of the war, the RUF urged Great Britain and the United States to use their influence in the United Nations to bring the Sierra Leone conflict to a peaceful end.
The relationship between Sierra Leonean rebels and Liberian rebels loyal to Charles Taylor ended in a bloody battle in 1992, a defense witness for the former Liberian president told Special Court for Sierra Leone judges today in The Hague.

Fayia Musa, a Sierra Leonean national and former spokesperson for the country’s rebel group, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), today explained the circumstances surrounding the fallout between the RUF and Mr. Taylor’s National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) rebel group in 1992. Mr. Taylor had previously told the court that when his NPFL forces came under attack from United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO) rebels with support from the Sierra Leone government, he established ties with RUF rebels in Sierra Leone because they both had a common enemy. The NPFL wanted to fight ULIMO in Sierra Leone so as to prevent fighting them in Liberia, Mr. Taylor had said. After the fallout between his NPFL rebels and the RUF in Sierra Leone, Mr. Taylor said he severed his relationship with the RUF and its leader, Foday Sankoh. Defense witnesses, as well as prosecution witnesses, have corroborated the account that there was a fallout between the two rebel groups in 1992 in operations called Top 20, Top 40 and Top Final. The point of disagreement has been the duration of the fallout: Mr. Taylor insists it was permanent — prosecutors say that it was very temporary.

Today, Mr. Musa testified that the two groups had a permanent fall-out in 1992. He explained that the fall-out involved a bloody battle between the two groups which ended in the deaths of several fighters on both sides. He said that the cordial relationship which existed between Mr. Taylor and Mr. Sankoh was completely terminated after this battle. Mr. Sankoh, the witness said, vowed never to go to Liberia again.

“Foday Sankoh vowed never to go to Liberia again, according to him because he felt disappointed by everything he told us. According to him, he had relied a lot on Charles Taylor for support, but that support did not come, then Liberians were coming again to disturb us,” Mr. Musa told the court today.

“So he said he’ll never, never go to Liberia again. When he told us we should use our own resources to run the campaign, he is appealing to all the Sierra Leoneans on the ground to make sure that we, we abide by that,” he said.

Mr. Musa also denied allegations that the RUF intended to terrorize the civilian population of Sierra Leone (One of the counts in the indictment against Mr. Taylor is that he actively supported or failed to stop the RUF’s activities designed to terrorize the civilian population of Sierra Leone. Three RUF commanders have already been convicted on this charge in a previous trial by Special Court for Sierra Leone.) Mr. Taylor has denied helping the RUF in any way. The former president’s defense counsel, Courtenay Griffiths, today sought to get the witness’s response to allegations of the RUF terrorizing the civilian population.

“Now, was it the intention of the RUF to terrorize the civilian population of Sierra Leone,” Mr. Griffiths asked the witness.

As the witness laughed, Mr. Griffiths added that “that’s the allegation in this case. It is suggested that the RUF is a terrorist organization, so help me, was that your intention?”
“It was not the intention of the RUF at all to terrorize any Sierra Leonean,” Mr. Musa responded. “The intention of the RUF, we who were in it, the intention of the RUF was to create a liberation, total liberation from poverty, illiteracy and disease, as it is in other parts of the world.”

“The management of the war itself may have been poor, a lot of mistakes were made, but that was not the intention of the RUF,” he added.

Mr. Musa also told the court that at the early stages of the war in Sierra Leone, the RUF contacted the United States and Great Britain to help bring the conflict to a peaceful conclusion. He refuted suggestions that the RUF was opposed to the two western powers.

Mr. Musa’s testimony continues tomorrow.
An Overview of Charles Taylor on the Witness Stand….

Expert Commentary

By U.C. Berkeley War Crimes Studies Center

Dear Readers — please find below the latest report from our colleagues Jennifer Easterday and Judy Mionki, the U.C. Berkeley monitors, who have provided us with an extensive overview of Charles Taylor’s time on the stand. I hope you enjoy it! Best, Tracey

1. Introduction

This report provides an in-depth review of the cross-examination and subsequent re-examination of Charles Taylor in the Special Court for Sierra Leone case Prosecutor v. Charles Taylor. Taylor first took the stand in his own defense on July 14, 2009. He testified under direct-examination for thirteen weeks. During his subsequent cross-examination, the Prosecution had the opportunity to question Taylor on the content of his testimony, and attempt to damage his credibility as a witness. Cross-examination began on November 10, 2009, and lasted approximately eleven weeks, concluding on February 5, 2010. The Court granted the Defense one week to prepare for its re-examination, which lasted from February 15 – 18, 2010. On February 18, 2010, Taylor finally stepped down from the stand, ending his seven-month period as a witness in the case against him.

The Prosecution’s questions during cross-examination focused primarily on Taylor’s claim that he was appointed by the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Committee of Five (a group of regional leaders attempting to negotiate peace in Sierra Leone) to be the “point president for peace” for the conflict in Sierra Leone. Additionally, the Prosecution tried to prove a pattern of conduct—i.e., that the events that took place in Sierra Leone were seminal to those that took place in Liberia under the reign of the Taylor-led NPFL. The cross-examination, led by Senior Trial Attorney Brenda Hollis, seemed to be based largely on the introduction of various documents the Prosecution hoped would impeach Taylor’s testimony. Several times throughout the course of cross-examination, the Prosecution successfully impeached Taylor’s testimony with prior inconsistent statements and contradictory documentary evidence. The confrontational approach of the Prosecution triggered much resistance from Taylor—he frequently took a defensive stance when answering the Prosecution’s questions.

The proper procedure for introducing documentary evidence became a contentious legal question during Taylor’s cross-examination. The Court issued a decision on the matter on November 30, 2009, limiting the Prosecution’s ability to introduce documentary evidence that could potentially go to proving Taylor’s guilt.[1] The decision contravened previous jurisprudence on the matter, and the Judges refused the Prosecution’s motion to appeal their decision.[2] This decision, as enforced by the Court, placed a substantial burden on the Prosecution, preventing them from introducing a large portion of documentary evidence they claimed could help disprove Taylor’s claims.

The change in Presidency of Trial Chamber II, from Judge Lussick to Judge Sebutinde, saw a noticeable shift in Courtroom management. The Judges of Trial Chamber II were generally passive in their approach to Courtroom management during direct-examination and did not attempt to limit the scope, duration, or manner of questioning.[3] However, during cross-examination, Presiding Judge Sebutinde took more initiative and was able to control the proceedings efficiently. Justice Sebutinde managed to guide the Accused, who has a reputation for giving rather lengthy answers on the stand, into giving shorter, more direct answers.[4] This assertiveness ensured more efficient trial proceedings.[5]

This report concentrates on Taylor’s cross-examination, while identifying the legal and procedural issues that have arisen during the reporting period. As with previous WCSC monitoring reports, this document is available online at http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~warcrime/SL_Monitoring_Reports.htm. Subsequent reports will return to providing monthly summaries of witness testimony and legal issues arising during trial.

2. Prosecution Themes and Strategies

The Prosecution’s strategy during cross-examination was to impeach Taylor’s testimony, which they attempted to do primarily through the introduction of various documents and the use of prior-inconsistent statements. The Prosecution would ask Taylor a question, refer to his previous statements about the issue from his direct-examination, and then try to introduce documentary evidence that tended to show Taylor was lying or inconsistent. This strategy was weakened early on; however, when the Judges rejected the use of many documents, pursuant to a November decision discussed in detail in Section 4.a. Notwithstanding this decision, the Prosecution did manage to show a number of inconsistencies in Taylor’s testimony with this strategy.[6]
The Prosecution’s aim also seemed to focus, inter alia, on proving a pattern of conduct and weakening the Defense’s arguments that Taylor was a statesman in Liberia and a peacemaker in Sierra Leone. Thus, in particular, the Prosecution tried to show 1) that events during the war in Sierra Leone were similar to those that took place in Liberia under the NPFL; and 2) that Taylor’s alleged position as point president for peace was an illusion he created.

During the cross-examination, Senior Trial Attorney Brenda Hollis’s calm tone contrasted greatly with Taylor’s demeanor. Taylor was frequently challenging and confrontational. He seemed argumentative, angry, and defiant—even when presented with very easy questions, which he could have simply answered with a direct “yes” or “no.” The overall result was that Taylor portrayed an aggressive demeanor, counteracting the image of the Accused that the Defense sought to portray during examination-in-chief.

3. Defense Themes and Strategies

During cross-examination, the Defense focused primarily on raising objections to the Prosecution’s introduction of documentary evidence. The Prosecution repeatedly sought to impeach Taylor with newly introduced documents that were also potentially probative of Taylor’s guilt. The secondary relevance of the evidence triggered many objections from the Defense, who argued that the Prosecution ought to have submitted the evidence during its case-in-chief.

4. Legal and Procedural Issues

a. Objection Relating to Documentary Evidence

As noted above, the most important legal issue that arose during this period had to deal with the issue of the Prosecution introducing “fresh evidence” during its cross-examination. “Fresh evidence” refers to documents that the Prosecution wants to use during cross-examination of Defense witnesses, but that were not admitted during the Prosecution’s case-in-chief. The documents are considered “fresh evidence” whether or not they were available to the Prosecution during its case-in-chief.[7]

The issue arose early in Taylor’s cross-examination, when the Prosecution attempted to introduce a bundle of documents to which the Defense objected. The Defense argued that introducing new documents during cross-examination was tantamount to “ambushing” the Defense, and that no category of “impeachment evidence” exists.[8] The Prosecution argued that there was a distinction between the “presentation” of fresh evidence during cross-examination, and the “admission” of said documents later in the trial. The Prosecution argued that during the presentation stage, it could use fresh evidence for cross-examination. The Prosecution argued, “We suggest that we may use new documents to challenge the witness’s evidence, and it is an entirely separate argument as to whether those documents could be put to any other use by your Honors when you are considering the evidence before you at the end of the trial.”[9] The Judges requested a formal motion on the issue.

The Prosecution’s subsequent motion sought guidelines and/or an order on the admission of fresh evidence during cross-examination. In it, the Prosecution requested the Court to allow the use of fresh evidence to challenge Taylor’s credibility during cross-examination, and to allow that evidence to be tendered and exhibited for impeachment purposes and, in certain circumstances, for demonstrating Taylor’s guilt.[10] The Prosecution argued that this was the standard practice at the SCSL and ad hoc tribunals (ICTY and ICTR). It cited a decision in the AFRC case in which Trial Chamber II had allowed the Prosecution to use fresh evidence to impeach the credibility of a witness (notably, the First Accused, Brima), and later admitted the document into the evidentiary record, even though the document also went to prove the guilt of the Accused. The Judges reasoned that they were competent to use the documents appropriately.[11] The final Judgment in that case reflects the fact that the Judges indeed assigned the document no probative value, even though they had been admitted into evidence based on relevance.[12] The Prosecution noted that the same approach also was taken in the CDF case.[13]

According to the Prosecution, this use of fresh evidence does not violate the Accused’s fair trial rights, and is standard practice at other tribunals.[14] The Prosecution relied on a recent Appeals decision in the ICTY Prlić case, which allowed fresh evidence introduced during cross-examination, and also allowed that evidence to be later admitted as probative of guilt of the Accused in exceptional circumstances and in the interests of justice.[15]

The Defense responded by arguing that the Taylor case should be distinguished from others because the matter concerns the testimony of the Accused, and the Accused is afforded greater rights than other witnesses whose testimony may be impeached. The Defense agreed with a distinction between fresh evidence used for impeachment purposes and that which is used for proof of guilt, arguing that fresh evidence of the latter should only be allowed in exceptional circumstances.[16]

The Trial Chamber acknowledged that it is common practice to impeach witnesses during cross-examination—that is, to test the accuracy, credibility, and consistency of their testimony.[17] However, the Chamber agreed with the Defense argument that the Accused is in a different position from other witnesses, in particular related to the rights protected in Article 17 of the Statute.[18] Furthermore, the Trial Chamber noted an “important distinction between fresh evidence that is intended solely for the purpose of impeaching the Accused’s credibility, and fresh evidence that is probative of the guilt of the Accused.”[19] The Court opted to take a “particularly cautious” approach to determining issues related to the Accused’s cross-examination, since “the borderline between cross-examination as to credit and cross-examination on issues that may be probative of guilt is difficult if not impossible to determine.”[20]
The Court held that the Prosecution could use fresh evidence for the purposes of impeachment without requiring prior disclosure to the Defense, and that the Judges would decide whether to admit such documents into evidence on a case-by-case basis. However, the Court further determined that fresh evidence that could be probative of Taylor’s guilt had to be disclosed to the Defense. Moreover, this probative evidence would not be allowed during cross-examination unless:

a) It is in the interests of justice; and

b) It does not violate the fair trial rights of the Accused.

Such a document would not be allowed into evidence unless the Prosecution could establish “exceptional circumstances.” To determine whether such circumstances exist, the Court resolved to consider:

a) When and how the Prosecution obtained the documents;

b) When the Prosecution disclosed the documents to the Defense; and

c) Why they were offered only after the Prosecution closed its case.[21]

During the cross-examination, this decision was referenced on nearly a daily basis, whenever the Prosecution would attempt to introduce documentary evidence, followed by objections from the Defense. The Bench routinely sustained Defense objections, rendering the Prosecution unable to introduce a large body of documentary evidence. In its application of the November decision, the Court based its decisions about admissibility on the content of the document in question, not the Prosecution’s intended use of it. Therefore, each application required a review of the document, and a determination of whether it, in whole or in part, was probative of Taylor’s guilt. Even if the Prosecution only intended to use the document for impeachment, the Court would not allow the Prosecution to use those portions of the document it determined went to guilt. Several illustrative examples are included below.

i. Examples of this Issue in Court:

The Prosecution attempted to introduce a three-paragraph excerpt from the Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation Report.[22] The Defense objected, insisting that this document went to prove Taylor’s guilt and did not satisfy the two-prong admissibility test discussed above. The Prosecution argued that it was not asking the Judges to consider the document for guilt, but for impeachment purposes only. However, the Prosecution noted that the Judges could use it for guilt at their discretion. The Judges ruled that two paragraphs in the document went to guilt and that the Prosecution had not convinced them that introducing the document was in the interests of justice and would not violate the fair rights of the accused. The Judges said that their November 30, 2009 decision referred to the content of the document and not the intended use by the Prosecution. However, the Trial Chamber allowed the Prosecution to use the one paragraph that did not go to guilt.

On January 18, 2010, the Prosecution introduced an article by Africa Confidential magazine. The Defense objected, saying that the whole article, apart from the third paragraph, went to guilt. The Prosecution replied that they only introduced the document to show African leaders’ condemnation of Taylor. The Judges unanimously ruled that the two-stage admissibility test for fresh evidence probative of guilt applied by the Prosecution was not convincing. They added that in their view, the whole article went to prove guilt of the Accused, apart from one sentence in the third paragraph that they felt was benign. They therefore only allowed the use of that one sentence.

In one of the few instances where the Prosecution was allowed to introduce a document that the Defense argued went to prove guilt, Counsel for the Prosecution successfully argued that the particular document in question was far removed from the type of fresh evidence typically denied by international courts. Counsel for the Prosecution distinguished the Prosecution’s case from an example the Krstić case at the ICTY. During cross-examination of the Accused, Radislav Krstić, the Prosecution attempted to introduce an audiotape with the voice of the Accused saying “kill them all.” In that case, the ICTY Trial Chamber ruled that this evidence should have been produced during the Prosecution’s case in chief and the tape could therefore not be used. The SCSL Prosecution distinguished this kind of fresh evidence that clearly is probative of guilt from the document it wanted to introduce. Counsel for the Prosecution argued that the document they intended to introduce was concerning arms coming into Liberia, and as Taylor himself had pointed out, he was not charged with violating UN sanctions on arms against Liberia. Therefore, the Prosecution argued, this document clearly did not go to guilt. The Judges ruled that the document was far too remote to go to proof of guilt and allowed the Prosecution to use the document in cross-examination.[23]

On another occasion where the Prosecution was successful in its application, the Prosecution introduced a document, IRIN West Africa Update 339, dated November 16, 1998. The Prosecution started by stating that it only intended to use two paragraphs and that they were not probative of guilt. The Defense objected, arguing that the IRIN document contained information probative of guilt. He added that the two paragraphs may be intended for impeachment purposes but that the document in its totality went to guilt. Justice Sebutinde reiterated that the Prosecution only intended to use the two paragraphs,
to which the Defense responded that the paragraphs suggested a case of command responsibility. The Judges allowed the Prosecution to use the document, ruling that there was nothing in the two paragraphs that went to guilt.

There were several occasions where the Court did not allow the Prosecution to introduce documents that proved a pattern of conduct—and were therefore probative of guilt.[24] These documents, according to the Prosecution, would go to show that the crimes that took place in Liberia were similar to those crimes that took place in Sierra Leone. These are crimes such as use of child soldiers, amputations, and rape, which the Prosecution argues help prove that Taylor was in control of the Sierra Leone war, since he allegedly employed the same tactics there as in Liberia. During his testimony, Taylor frequently denied that these crimes had happened. To discredit this testimony, the Prosecution would need documents that tend to show otherwise. However, since they also went to prove guilt (pattern of conduct), the Judges did not allow the documents, routinely holding that the Prosecution had not met the required two-pronged test.

ii. Prosecution’s Motion Seeking Leave to Appeal

Pursuant to the November 30, 2009 decision, the Prosecution was unable to present numerous documents they felt were important to impeach Taylor’s testimony, as discussed above. In an attempt to overcome this barrier, the Prosecution filed an urgent application for leave to appeal the Trial Chamber’s oral decisions on the use of those documents in cross-examination.[25] The Prosecution based its request on the following grounds:

a) The Trial Chamber’s application of its November 30, 2009 decision was the result of “an erroneous conflation” of well-accepted legal principles related to the use and admission of documents in cross-examination, a factor that allegedly put the Prosecution in an unfair position throughout the cross-examination of the Accused; [26]

b) The Trial Chamber created an unduly high burden for the Prosecution;[27]

c) By adopting this approach, the Trial Chamber unnecessarily and incorrectly deprived itself of the ability to consider documentary evidence which impeaches the testimony of the Accused;[28]

d) The unduly high standard applied by the Trial Chamber was likely to be applied every time the Prosecution sought to put a document to the Accused during the remainder of cross-examination, rendering it “an issue of fundamental legal importance that has so far not been considered by the Appeals Chamber”; and [29]

e) The Trial Chamber’s strict approach was likely to interfere with the course of justice as it prevented the Prosecution from fully exercising its right to test the evidence of the Accused in cross-examination and would deprive the Trial Chamber of information relevant to determining the weight to be given to the testimony of the Accused or in some instances, of evidence relevant to prove guilt.[30]

The Defense opposed both motions and submitted, inter alia, that the motions did not meet the conjunctive threshold of “exceptional circumstances” and “irreparable prejudice” under Rule 73(B) of the Rules.[31] It further argued that the Prosecution in effect impugned the Decision on Documents itself rather than “the application” of that Decision.[32]

Adopting the Defense rationale on the issue, the Judges of Trial Chamber II denied the Prosecution leave to appeal the decision. The Court considered that in each of the impugned decisions, the Trial Chamber was simply applying the two-pronged test from the November decision. The Judges concluded that they had correctly applied the test. In the Judges’ view, any other factors mentioned in the oral decisions were taken into consideration in assessing those two criteria. They also considered that in this case, the Prosecution could effectively test the evidence of the Accused through means other than admission of fresh documentary evidence, and that the Prosecution had not exhausted these alternative means.

The Court’s decision on the Prosecution’s request to appeal did not focus on the core of the issue, that the test itself was flawed. However, the Prosecution limited its arguments to the application of the test, and not the test itself. Accordingly, the Judges ruled on their application of the test. This reflects a potential strategic error on behalf of the Prosecution.

It is true that the Court’s approach to the use and admissibility of fresh evidence during cross-examination departed from established jurisprudence on the matter. The Judges focused only on the distinction between impeachment and proof of guilt, apparently ignoring the distinction stressed by the Prosecution—that between merely presenting fresh evidence in cross-examination, and later admitting it as evidence. The Court’s decision effectively required the SCSL Prosecution to meet a higher burden than that required at other tribunals—and before this same Trial Chamber in the AFRC case. In the Taylor trial, the Prosecution was required to prove that the use of the document was in the interests of justice and did not violate Taylor’s fair trial rights, before even presenting the document to the witness for cross-examination, let alone moving for admission into evidence.

Under existing ad hoc jurisprudence, Trial Chamber II’s decision in the Taylor case is erroneous. The Chamber incorrectly applied an ICTY Appeals Chamber standard for the admissibility of fresh evidence probative of guilt to the presentation of
such evidence during cross-examination. The ICTY Appeals Chamber previously recognized a distinction existed between fresh evidence probative of guilt and fresh evidence used for cross-examination, and upheld the ICTY Trial Chamber’s more lenient approach to evidence used to impeach the credibility of a witness or refresh his or her memory.[33] It placed no further burden on the Prosecution. As the Taylor Prosecution noted in its motion on the issue, “even the Partially Dissenting Opinion recognized that a ‘new document’ could be used in the context of testing the credibility of a witness (albeit without requesting the admission of that document).”[35]

It should be noted that the SCSL Trial Chamber is not bound by previous decisions from the ad hoc tribunals.[36] It is only bound by the SCSL Appeals Chamber, which has not ruled on this matter. Procedurally, the Chamber is free to develop its own jurisprudence on issues such as this, even when it contravenes decisions from previous trials in the same Chamber, or cases in other tribunals. Nevertheless, this decision substantially detracted from the Prosecution’s ability to discredit portions of Taylor’s evidence and test the veracity of his testimony. By not allowing the Prosecution to appeal the application of this decision, the Trial Chamber has disadvantaged the Prosecution, giving them no opportunity for recourse.

b. Accused Absent from Court

On two occasions during this reporting period, Taylor was absent from Court at the start of proceedings. On both occasions, his Lead Counsel was also absent.

On January 12, 2010, the Accused was not present in Court, and Defense Counsel Morris Anya reported that the Defense team did not know the whereabouts of their client. After a break, the Defense reported that several months ago, the Dutch Security Services responsible for transporting detainees attempted to move Mr. Taylor and another detainee in the same convoy. According to the Defense, this process entailed taking Mr. Taylor down to the waiting vehicle where he would have to wait up to half an hour, handcuffed, as a second detainee was brought to another vehicle in an attempt to move both detainees simultaneously. The Defense explained that the detainees lodged a complaint, and were assured that this mode of transportation would no longer be employed. However, on the 12th, the Dutch Transportation Services again attempted the simultaneous transportation. Taylor refused to enter the waiting vehicle, eventually arriving for trial an hour late. The Judges, concerned over wasting time, asked the Acting Registrar to submit a report on the matter. The Acting Registrar submitted a confidential report on this issue, but there was no further discussion of the subject in public documents.[37]

Again, on the morning of January 27, 2010, the Accused was not present in Court. Counsel for the Defense reported that Taylor was complaining that the room in which he keeps his personal legal documents had been tampered with. According to the Defense, someone had allegedly gone through Taylor’s personal materials. After a break, the Mr. Gregory Townsend, Head of the Registry’s The Hague sub-office, addressed the Court. Mr. Townsend said that he had spoken to the chief of the detention center, who had conducted an informal check at the detention center on January 25, 2010. The purpose was to check the Registry’s The Hague sub-office, addressed the Court. Mr. Townsend said that he had spoken to the chief of the detention center, who had conducted an informal check at the detention center on January 25, 2010. The purpose was to check the \text{infographic}

An important issue during Taylor’s direct-examination was the inclusion of documentary evidence originating from his presidential archives.[39] Taking advantage of the opportunity to address this issue again, the Prosecution distinguished
between documents originating from Taylor’s personal archives and documents that the Defense found in the Monrovia office provided to them by the UN Mission. The Prosecution argued that the latter documents fell into a different evidentiary category than the former, since they were not specifically compiled by Taylor himself. As regards Taylor’s knowledge of documents from his personal archives, the Prosecution questioned Taylor about the location where he kept the documents in order to demonstrate to the Court that Taylor did not have complete control over the whereabouts of the documents. By questioning Taylor on the possibility of other individuals having access to the documents, the Prosecution tried to show that the content of the boxes could have been compromised. The Prosecution argued that it was important to know who held the documents for Taylor and how they were provided to the Defense, especially because of the heavy reliance of the Defense on those documents.

b. Benefits due to the Conclusion of the Lomé Agreement

In keeping with the strategy to discredit Taylor’s claims that he was involved with the Sierra Leonean rebel groups (in particular, the RUF) as a peace broker, the Prosecution asked Taylor a series of questions insinuating that he tried to benefit the RUF through his peace negotiations. For example, the Prosecution suggested that Taylor ensured that the RUF would benefit from the conclusion of the Lomé Agreement by becoming a part of the Sierra Leonean government. The Prosecution maintained that by transforming into a political party, the RUF (and therefore Taylor) made sure that it would benefit from all the rights of a political party, such as the right of assembly. The Prosecution also confronted Taylor with the position given to Sankoh within the Sierra Leonean government as a result of the Lomé Agreement. Counsel for the Prosecution argued that Sankoh was given a position that was equivalent to that of a vice-president. Consequently, the Prosecution suggested, Sankoh would only have to report to the President, and his function placed him in power over the diamond mining in Sierra Leone. Taylor agreed that Sankoh had powers that were equivalent to those of a vice-president, but noted that Sankoh was a part of a Committee that controlled the diamond mines. Hence, Taylor argued that he did not ensure that the RUF remained in charge of the diamond mining in Sierra Leone.

The Prosecution further suggested that Taylor made sure that the RUF received the most benefits out of the Lomé Agreement, because the amnesty covered the crimes that were widely committed by the RUF. Taylor denied this, and stated that concessions were a necessary aspect of the Lomé negotiations. He further asserted that the Sierra Leonean government benefitted from the Lomé Peace Agreement as well, since it achieved consensus on the demobilization, disarmament, peace, and cessation of hostilities, while the amnesty covered all parties, not merely the RUF.

c. Linking Atrocities in Liberia to those in Sierra Leone

The Prosecution spent a large portion of its cross-examination on the crimes allegedly committed by NPFL soldiers between 1991 and 1997. By emphasizing the extent of the atrocities, and linking the specific crimes that were committed by the NPFL to those committed by the RUF in Sierra Leone, the Prosecution tried to demonstrate that Taylor was involved with the RUF.

According to the Prosecution, NPFL soldiers committed ethnically motivated crimes at NPFL checkpoints. Although Taylor acknowledged that this happened at the beginning of the war, he stated that those responsible for the actions in question were punished. Taylor testified that the practice of punishing certain tribes began with the Gios wanting revenge against the Krahn and Mandingo, but that Taylor made sure that the NPFL did not adopt that “as its form,” and that perpetrators were punished.[40]

Taylor denied every connection between the Liberian war and the conflict in Sierra Leone. Taylor also tried to distinguish between the nature of the Liberian war and the Sierra Leonean war, and frequently pointed out that the Prosecution has not been able to produce a single amputation witness from the Liberian war who could testify that such practices were common during the war. The Prosecution, on the other hand, tried to demonstrate that while the specific crimes may have differed, they were all widespread and systematic, and were committed by rebel forces (the NPFL and RUF) under Taylor’s direct control.

While Taylor acknowledged that NPFL soldiers committed crimes, he also regularly denied knowing about specific incidences or types of crimes the Prosecution mentioned in their questions. Taylor argued that such crimes were not widespread, and that the NPFL dealt with those who had committed the crimes. Taylor stated that the Prosecution tried to generalize the crimes that NPFL soldiers committed as if it was a part of a policy and he vehemently denied that this was true. In this regard, he referred to the efforts within the NPFL to prosecute those individuals who were responsible for the crimes. The following provides a few examples of the alleged NPFL crimes the Prosecution asked Taylor about, and his response.

i. Rape

The Prosecution questioned Taylor about his brother, Nelson Taylor, and asked Taylor if he knew of his brother killing people in Bong and Lofa County. Taylor responded that Nelson could not have done that, as he was mostly living in Rhode Island during the war. The Prosecution then asked Taylor if he knew of a woman named Jayneh Seekie, an activist against the Doe Government and a girlfriend to General James Kpeh, an NPFL General. Taylor responded that he did not know her. The Prosecution claimed that Edna, Taylor’s sister, was romantically involved with General Kpeh and that she asked Nelson to do something about Jayneh. The Prosecution claimed that Jayneh was later gang raped by Nelson’s bodyguards, and when she asked Taylor to intervene, Taylor told Nelson to disappear for a while to avoid confrontations. The Prosecution asked if Taylor knew all this, to which Taylor responded that he did not know about this, and that it sounded like propaganda. This was one of
the instances in which the Prosecution tried to show that crimes like rape were committed by the NPFL, and to suggest that Taylor knew about these crimes, especially when they involved members of his own family.

ii. Use of Child Soldiers

The Prosecution also questioned Taylor about the use of child soldiers by the NPFL in an attempt to show a pattern of conduct. When the Prosecution claimed that Taylor and the NPFL used children as young as seven years-old as soldiers, Taylor insisted that he did not use child soldiers during the war in Liberia. Counsel for the Prosecution asked if, starting 1990, Taylor used children to patrol the Liberian boarder with Ivory Coast and to man NPFL gates. Taylor answered that he did not. The Prosecution then introduced a transcript containing a prior statement by Taylor, where he denied that young boys took part in the war, but acknowledged that boys were used to man gates.[41] This prior inconsistent statement could damage Taylor’s credibility before the Judges.

The Prosecution also asked whether Taylor had used members of a Small Boys Unit (SBU) during Operation Octopus.[42] Taylor responded that he did not. The Prosecution then asked if children were used to fight in 1996 and given drugs to do so. Taylor denied the allegation, at which point Counsel for the Prosecution attempted, unsuccessfully, to introduce documents to impeach Taylor’s statements. To end the line of questioning, the Prosecution asked if Taylor knew about the use of child soldiers by the RUF and the AFRC. Taylor responded that he had not been aware of it. The Prosecution maintained that Taylor had been aware of the use of child soldiers, the rapes, and the amputations, since it was a reflection of what had happened in Liberia. Taylor responded that this allegation was totally incorrect.

iii. Police Brutality in Liberia

Although the crimes Taylor is indicted for do not include and are not related to police brutality, this line of questioning was likely introduced by the Prosecution to show that Taylor’s forces in Liberia routinely committed crimes and violated the human rights of Liberian citizens—under Taylor’s command. The Prosecution referred to Paul Mulbah, who became director of police after Joe Tate (Taylor’s cousin, who had previously served as director of police) was killed. The Prosecution introduced an article from The Perspective titled, “Human Rights defenders call for the resignation of police director Paul Mulbah” dated February 23, 2002. The article reported that Mulbah’s tenure was characterized by police brutality, including the arrest of national director of the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission, Frances Johnson-Morris. The article alleged that Ms. Johnson-Morris was stripped of her clothing and put in a cell with males. Taylor responded that he knew of her arrest, but that the allegation that she was stripped of her clothing was “total nonsense.”[43] The article also reported the flogging of University of Liberia students and that Mulbah had boasted about it on state radio. Taylor responded that he was made aware of the flogging but did not know that Mulbah had boasted about it.

Taylor also testified that he was not aware of a police unit called the SOD (Special Operations Division). Documents from the BBC, IRIN, Amnesty International, and Human Rights Watch were then presented all reporting on human rights abuses by the SOD. The Prosecution suggested that it was strange that these organizations all knew of an SOD whereas Taylor did not. Asked if he remembered an incident where Joe Tate was suspended by the Senate because of the SOD beating up a Senate client, Taylor responded that he was not aware of the incident. The Prosecution insisted that he was aware of it because he was the one who reinstated Tate, and therefore should have known why he was suspended in the first place. Taylor maintained that he was not aware of the incident.

The Prosecution asked if Charles Taylor’s son, “Chuckie Taylor,” engaged in torture as head of the Anti-Terrorist Unit (ATU). Taylor responded that he was not aware of this. Counsel for the Prosecution referred to John Tarnue, who was allegedly tortured by Chuckie. Taylor responded that he was aware of a conflict between the two that led to a fistfight but that was all.

The Prosecution also asked about Tiawan Gongloe, a human rights lawyer who was stripped naked and beaten by the police. As a result of this beating, Tiawan lost hearing in his left ear. Taylor responded that he was aware of Tiawan’s arrest but was not aware that he was beaten. The Prosecution wanted to know if Taylor took any action against the police for all these human rights abuses. Taylor reiterated that he was not aware of the incidents.

d. Mistreatment of the Liberian Media

When discussing an incident in which Taylor had detained a few journalists because he purportedly thought that their camera contained a toxic substance, the Prosecution alleged that he merely feared that the journalists would reveal the truth about the abuses that the Liberian government had committed throughout his presidency. Taylor, on the other hand, claimed that his intelligence agencies had been informed by other agencies, including the French intelligence agency, that such cameras could contain carcinogens. He argued that Liberian agencies were told that Taylor should be careful with cameras of that kind. The Prosecution referred to the mistreatment of a journalist and noted that he had been threatened with a knife to his throat. Taylor countered that this never happened, insisting that the journalists were treated with respect by the Liberian Government.

The Prosecution also asked Taylor about a state of emergency in Liberia that began on February 8, 2002 and ended in September 2002. Counsel for the Prosecution asked if Taylor had suspended freedom of expression, including the freedom of press, during this period. Taylor responded that he did not have an absolute authority to do this, and that in fact during his presidency the press grew. The Prosecution then asked if it was correct that Taylor’s government used violence to restrain the
press. Taylor responded that they did not. Taylor denied knowing about a journalist who was arrested and charged with treason for investigating Samuel Doe’s death. The Prosecution continued with this line of questioning asking about threats, censorship and acts of vandalism aimed at the media in Liberia, specifically Heritage Newspaper (owned by Momoh Kanneh, who later fled from Liberia), Radio Veritas and Star Radio. Taylor denied the Prosecution’s allegation that the independent radio stations were closed down in order to leave only Taylor’s government radio operative.

e. Expulsion of Bockarie from Liberia

The Prosecution questioned Taylor about why Sam Bockarie was expelled from Liberia. Taylor claimed that, due to the allegations concerning his involvement in the Sierra Leonean conflict, he decided that it was necessary to expel Bockarie from Liberia in order to avert the allegations. Taylor stated that he had not wanted Bockarie’s actions to be construed as those of a citizen of Liberia, so he stripped Bockarie of his citizenship. The Prosecution alleged that Taylor merely tried to get rid of Bockarie, and sent him to Burkina Faso along with the other former RUF members who had been incorporated into the ATU. The Prosecution further alleged that Taylor had arranged with President Compaoré that Bockarie would participate in the fighting in the Ivory Coast. Although Taylor denied this, the Prosecution suggested that Compaoré had previously helped Taylor, thereby rendering an arrangement between them a possibility.

The Prosecution continued to say that Taylor had not informed the UN of Bockarie’s travel plans, despite the travel ban imposed upon Bockarie. Counsel for the Prosecution also suggested that Taylor did not inform the UN because he did not want the UN to know Bockarie’s whereabouts (and thereby ensure that Bockarie could continue working for Taylor). Taylor denied the allegations and argued that it was not the task of the Government of Liberia to individually inform other governments of Bockarie’s whereabouts. Also, Taylor stated that the Government of Liberia had announced that Bockarie had left Liberia.

In asking Taylor about his relationship with Bockarie, the Prosecution managed to point out inconsistencies in Taylor’s testimony. For instance, the Prosecution asked Taylor whether Bockarie left for Côte d’Ivoire in February. Taylor testified that it was not in February, but in January. Counsel for the Prosecution referred to Taylor’s testimony during direct-examination where Taylor said that Bockarie left early to mid-February.[44] Taylor replied that it was in that period and that he could not recollect the exact dates. The Prosecution then asked if Taylor had contacted UNITA (The National Union for the Total Independence of Angola, a rebel group led by Jonas Savimbi) after Bockarie left for Ivory Coast. Taylor said that he did not. Taylor denied that he had met Savimbi. Taylor’s prior testimony was then re-introduced, where he had testified that he met Savimbi in Ivory Coast in 1990 and they became “very good friends.”[45] Counsel for the Prosecution alleged that Taylor lied under oath. Taylor replied that he had merely made a mistake during direct-examination and that he never met Savimbi. The Prosecution then asked Taylor if Moussa Sesay accompanied Bockarie to Zambia after Bockarie left Liberia. Taylor responded that he did not have any information on this but that he saw Sesay at work every day and would have known if he had gone with Bockarie. The Prosecution then introduced Moussa Sesay’s passport, which had stamps indicating that, as of February 2001, Sesay had spent a couple of days in Lusaka, Zambia. This weighed against the accuracy and credibility of Taylor’s statement to the contrary.

The Prosecution then questioned Taylor about Bockarie re-entering Liberia and how long Taylor had known about Bockarie’s return. Taylor replied that he found out only a few days before Bockarie re-entered the country, and that Liberian government forces tried to hold him off, but that Bockarie forced his way in. Taylor also said that he had one meeting with his National Security Council to discuss Bockarie. To impeach this testimony, the Prosecution introduced a part of Taylor’s prior testimony where he said that they held meetings frequently to discuss Bockarie.[46]

The Prosecution also asked Taylor about Bockarie’s SCSL indictment. Taylor claimed he was not aware of the indictment, even after meetings with his National Security Council.[47] When the Prosecution asked who else would know about Taylor’s relationship with the RUF besides Bockarie, Taylor replied that Issa Sesay and perhaps Johnny Paul Koroma would know, but then amended his answer, asking for Johnny Paul to be deleted because he was SLA, not RUF. The Prosecution concluded this line of questioning by asking how many people were killed and arrested along with Bockarie. Taylor said he did not know. There was no written report from the government, and Taylor said he could not remember how many people died on the scene.[48]

The Prosecution asked Taylor about a conversation with Kabbah on January 28, 2001, when they supposedly discussed returning Bockarie to Sierra Leone. Taylor responded that he told Kabbah that Bockarie did not pose a threat to Sierra Leone, and that since it was an ECOWAS idea to bring him to Liberia in December 1999, he would not repatriate him. The Prosecution asked if bringing Bockarie to Liberia was actually Taylor’s idea and not an ECOWAS idea. Taylor responded that he was part of the process, and that it was not solely his idea. The Prosecution alleged that it was Taylor’s idea, and further, that he pressured the other presidents to back him. Taylor disagreed, saying that The Prosecution’s argument “presupposes that these people are so weak and foolish that they had to succumb.”[49] To help prove its point, the Prosecution introduced a code cable from Felix Downes-Thomas to the UN, New York dated December 22, 1999, that stated that Taylor was responsible for mediating the problems between Bockarie and Sankoh and had reached the conclusion that Bockarie should move to Liberia and that Obasanjo had backed him. In response, Taylor suggested that the code cable merely showed “colleagues exchanging ideas.”[50]
f. Taylor’s Contact with Witnesses

The Prosecution also confronted Taylor about his contact with witnesses. Taylor told the Prosecution that he did have contact with three to five witnesses, and that for two or three of those witnesses the testimonies had already been provided to the Court. Taylor argued that this contact stopped months ago, since he was only allowed to have contact with his family. At the time, he maintained that he spoke with them as friends, that the conversations lasted for ten to twenty minutes, and that these conversations were recorded.

The Prosecution suggested that the account given by Taylor was not accurate, since he spoke over a privileged access line that is not recorded. The Prosecution added that Taylor was forbidden to have contact with those individuals over those privileged lines, because these privileged lines were limited to Taylor’s contact with his Defense team. However, Taylor claimed that he had been allowed to use the privileged line, since his counsel was present at the time. Nevertheless, the Prosecution argued that Taylor had abused his right to access the privileged line to contact individuals in order to intimidate others. Taylor maintained that he only had contact with two to three witnesses for three to four months while his counsel, Mr. Supuwood, was also present. Additionally, Taylor acknowledged that he had contact on a regular basis since his incarceration with a few witnesses without using the privileged lines.

g. Weapons in Liberia

The Prosecution questioned Taylor about arms acquisitions in Liberia, providing evidence that seemed to suggest Taylor engaged in corruption in order to purchase and transport weapons into Liberia to support the conflict in Sierra Leone. The Prosecution alleged that Taylor used false end-user certificates to purchase arms from abroad, due to the arms embargo against Liberia. Taylor responded that he used a valid end-user certificate from Liberia to purchase arms in Serbia. The Prosecution suggested that the Serbian government would have never accepted an end-user certificate in violation with the arms embargo. Taylor, however, argued that the Serbian government “didn’t give a damn.”[51] The Prosecution then referred to an expert report that concluded that Taylor purchased weapons from a company in Serbia without the knowledge of the Serbian Government and that the weapons were brought to Liberia through Niger. This report could put the truth of Taylor’s testimony into doubt.

According to Taylor, Liberia did not have any arms after the disarmament process. Taylor told the Court that, due to his struggle with the rebels, he started obtaining weapons in the middle of 2001, about which he had written a letter to the UN Security Council telling them that Liberia had a right to purchase weapons for self-defense. When discussing the transportation of weapons into Liberia, Taylor stated that there was a general practice of bribing government officials in the region and that he had engaged in that practice several times. In this respect, Taylor specifically referred to his involvement bribing officials in Niger. Taylor noted that he had authorized a covert budget that was used to bribe government officials, but that he did not know the names of those responsible for arranging the bribes. “I just made the money available,” Taylor testified.[52] He further stated that the weapons were transported through countries that turned a blind eye, or where officials had been bribed. However, apart from Niger, Taylor said that he could not identify the specific countries.

Counsel for the Prosecution introduced a UN Security Council note by the President of the Security Council on the situation in Liberia, dated December 29, 2000. The report stated that MI-2 and MI-17 type helicopters were used in July and August 2000 to deliver arms from Europe to Liberia. Taylor swore that he never had an MI-17 and that the panel of experts who submitted that report had lied. He added that he had two MI-2s and MI-8s, and that they are still in Liberia, but he never had an MI-17. The Prosecution then introduced a UN Security Council document pursuant to resolution 1343 concerning Liberia, dated October 26, 2001. The document stated that during the panel’s visit to Liberia, they noted two MI-17s, one with the words “Anti-Terrorist Unit,” based at the airport of Spriggs Payne, close to the city of Monrovia, and the other grounded at Roberts International Airport. The report said that the two had come from someone called Sanjivan Ruprah. Taylor responded that the two places indicated by the panel were correct, but that the helicopters were MI-8s, not MI-17s.

The Prosecution questioned Taylor about a plane that crash-landed at Roberts International Airport carrying weapons. Taylor responded that he knew of the crash but not the details surrounding it. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he was aware that a UN investigative panel, which had come to Liberia to investigate the crash, was barred from visiting the site. Taylor responded that he was not aware, but that it was Liberia’s sovereign right to do so. The Prosecution suggested that the reason given to the UN team was that the site was full of dissidents. However, the Prosecution continued, no warning had been issued about the existence of dissidents near the airport and there was no military presence indicating that there were dissidents in the area. Taylor responded that he did not know the details, and was not aware what information was given to the team. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he was briefed on the panel’s visit or on the report they wrote. Taylor responded that he was not.

The Prosecution then asked about a letter that Taylor claimed he wrote to the Security Council in 2001 to inform them that Liberia had taken measures to arm itself for self-defense. Taylor reiterated that he personally signed the letter in 2001. The Prosecution countered with the suggestion that it was not until a UN Panel report in 2002 that a letter was written by the Ministry of Defense. Additionally, the Prosecution alleged that it was not until March 26, 2003 that Taylor informed the press that Liberia had armed itself. Taylor responded that this was just a follow-up procedure and that they did indeed write a letter in 2001. The Prosecution asked if Taylor had lied when he said that he never brought weapons into Liberia by sea, and whether he
actually brought them in through the port of Buchanan and the Harper port. Taylor responded that he had not lied. The Prosecution asked if Abbas Fawaz had brought weapons to Taylor through Harper port. Taylor responded that he had already admitted to bringing weapons into the country, and that it did not make any sense for him to lie about his means. The Prosecution then asked what other business Abbas Fawaz was involved in to which Taylor said that he only knew of the timber business. The Prosecution insisted that Fawaz had warehouses where he would store weapons for Taylor, but Taylor refuted this.

h. Escape from Prison and 1985 Coup

The Prosecution also raised doubts regarding the truth of Taylor’s testimony about his escape from prison in the United States and his movements afterwards. The Prosecution asked Taylor whether it was true that in the course of two months, Taylor had managed to escape from prison, travel to West Africa, and take part in a coup. Taylor said that he had indeed escaped from the US prison in September 1985, and that the coup led by Gen. Thomas Quinonkpa indeed took place in November 1985. However, Taylor insisted that he was not part of the coup, and said he did not remember saying that he had taken part in the coup. The Prosecution then introduced an attorney file, which was submitted by Ramsey Clark, Taylor’s former defense counsel, to the District Court of Massachusetts on July 27, 1990. This file said that Taylor had escaped on September 15, 1985 and that “within months he was in Africa assisting Gen. Quinonkpa in the coup to overthrow Samuel Doe.” Taylor said that he was still in New York when Gen. Quinonkpa was killed, and that Ramsey knew that, and he did not know why Ramsey would lie in his report. Taylor admitted that he had made an error of the time that elapsed between his escape and the coup, but testified that if he had been on the ground, Gen. Quinonkpa would have succeeded.

The Prosecution referred to a transcript where the Prosecution had asked Taylor during cross-examination if two months had passed between his escape from jail and the Quiwonkpa coup attempt—to which he had replied, “That is totally, totally incorrect.” However, during this cross-examination on January 11, 2009, Taylor admitted that there were two months between the two events. At this, the Prosecution said that Taylor was “fashioning” his answer to the questions asked, after reviewing the transcripts. Taylor responded that he has a right to read the documents and that if he misstated the dates, he would correct them. The Prosecution told him that he is a witness and should just answer the questions as asked. Taylor angrily responded that he does not take instruction from the Prosecution and that he was not only a witness, but also the Accused. “There are contexts involved here and this is my life,” he said.

i. First meeting with Foday Sankoh

The Prosecution asked Taylor if he had met Foday Sankoh before August 1991. This line of questioning followed allegations from Prosecution witnesses, most notably Suwandi Camara, who had testified that he met Taylor with Sankoh and Doctor Manneh in 1990 in the Mathaba (a guesthouse for the revolutionaries in Libya). Allegedly, Taylor, Sankoh, and Manneh had plotted from there to destabilize the West African region. Taylor responded that he had not met Sankoh before 1991. The Prosecution then introduced a 1998 BBC report by Mary Harper where Taylor said, “It is known by everyone that I have been friendly with Foday Sankoh for many years before the revolution.” Taylor answered, “That’s the knowledge of the people . . . I had never in my life met Foday Sankoh, and I’m saying to you, it is known by everybody that I met him, that is incorrect.” The Prosecution argued that Taylor was just playing with words. Taylor said, “I had never known or met him before and I’m telling her that everyone knows this just like everyone knows that I have billions of dollars, everyone knows, and there is no truth to any billions.” The Prosecution claimed that this was a lie and that Taylor had met Sankoh in Libya, and that the alliance between Alie Kabbah and Sankoh had gone wrong because Kabbah had wanted a structured revolution. The Prosecution insisted that after the fight, Sankoh wanted to join Taylor and so he travelled through Burkina Faso to join Taylor. Taylor responded, “That’s a Prosecution lie.”

j. Trip to South Africa and the Naomi Campbell story

The Prosecution has alleged that Taylor used diamonds to buy weapons. In particular, the Prosecution further alleged that Taylor went to South Africa to obtain a weapons shipment. Asked about his visit to South Africa in September 1997, Taylor said that while in South Africa he received medical treatment and had dinner with Nelson Mandela. At the dinner, he met Quincy Jones, Mia Farrow, and Naomi Campbell. Taylor had previously said that the only diamonds he had were in his personal jewelry. In cross-examination, the Prosecution accused Taylor of lying, and argued that he had carried diamonds with him to South Africa to buy weapons. Taylor denied this accusation. The Prosecution alleged that after dinner with Mandela, Taylor’s men awoke Naomi Campbell and gave her a large, rough-cut diamond that he had obtained from the RUF/AFRC forces in Sierra Leone. Taylor denied the allegation. According to the Prosecution, Naomi Campbell related this incident to Mia Farrow. To prove this, the Prosecution tried to introduce a statement from Mia Farrow, which led to an objection from the Defense. The Defense argued that the document should not be allowed because it went to prove guilt and because it was not a sworn affidavit. According to the Defense, the Prosecution had contacted Mia Farrow on August 10, 2009, and failed to obtain the evidence in a timely manner for the Prosecution’s case-in-chief.

The Defense further complained that no contact was made with Naomi Campbell, who would have been in a better position to explain the alleged incident firsthand. The Defense maintained that the statement about the origin of the diamond was hearsay from mysterious unidentifiable men to Naomi Campbell to Mia Farrow. The Prosecution responded that they had disclosed the document to the Judges and the Defense, and informed them that they intended to use it for both impeachment (countering Taylor’s testimony that he never had any diamonds) and guilt. Nevertheless, the Defense objection was upheld. The Judges
acknowledged that the document is a central issue in the Prosecution case, but the Court disallowed it, holding that the Prosecution had not fulfilled the two criteria for inclusion of fresh evidence containing evidence probative of guilt.[60] The Judges also noted that it was not produced during the Prosecution’s case-in-chief and that the statement was “by a person as to what she was told by a second person who was relating what she was told by a third person or persons. The accused has not had a chance to challenge what was said in the allegations or to cross-examine the alleged makers of the statement . . . the document is highly prejudicial . . . .”[61] This response to hearsay evidence further demonstrates the relatively strict approach the Trial Chamber has been taking to admissibility of evidence during Taylor’s testimony—hearsay evidence is usually admitted at the SCSL so long as it is relevant.

k. Liberia’s Natural Resources

This line of questioning was used to show that Taylor had reason to perpetrate a war in Sierra Leone in order to gain better quality diamonds across the border. A major element of the Prosecution’s case entails trying to show a link between diamonds from Sierra Leone and arms shipments from Liberia. Taylor has continuously insisted that he had no need for Sierra Leonean diamonds, because Liberia also has diamonds.

The Prosecution suggested that when Taylor thought about Liberia’s natural resources, he thought about timber and iron ore, yet when he thought about Sierra Leone’s resources, he thought about diamonds. Taylor maintained that Liberia had sufficient diamonds of its own. Counsel for the Prosecution then introduced a document titled “President Taylor’s address at the 20th ECOWAS summit” dated August 20, 1997, where Taylor spoke about improving West Africa by using their resources. He talked about the oil in Nigeria, cocoa and coffee in Ghana, rainforest and iron ore in Liberia and diamonds in Sierra Leone. The Prosecution said that the reason Taylor referred to the diamonds in Sierra Leone was that they were of better quality and much more quantity than in Liberia, a proposition Taylor refuted.

The Prosecution then referred to a map (introduced by the Defense during Taylor’s direct examination) of mineral resources that stated that iron ore was the principle earner of Liberia. Under the subheading “Diamonds,” it said that the mining was small scale, and that the minerals found did not warrant the same economic importance as of those from Sierra Leone. While Taylor agreed that diamonds were small enough to be more easily transported in a briefcase than timber or iron ore, he consistently denied any suggestion that he traded in Sierra Leonean diamonds or used them to advance his interests or the interests of the RUF.

l. Taylor’s Position as “Point President for Peace”

Another Prosecution line of questioning aimed at proving to the court that Taylor’s position as the “point president for peace” was merely a ruse. Taylor was asked by the Prosecution if he had reminded anyone during the many accusations aimed at him, that he was point president for peace. Taylor answered that everyone knew of his position so there was no need to remind them.

The Prosecution then referred to a Liberian government document where the government responded to the allegations of their alleged involvement in the Sierra Leone war. The Prosecution said that, yet again, the document did not point out that Taylor was in fact point president for peace. Counsel for the Prosecution added that Taylor did not even mention his meetings with Bockarie in September and October of that year in the policy statement while he was listing his efforts in Sierra Leone. Taylor insisted that he did not feel the need to do this. The Defense objected, saying that on the next page, the statements said that the Committee of Five had inter alia appointed Liberia to head the search for peace in Sierra Leone. The Prosecution answered by saying that its point was to prove that Taylor never mentioned his meetings with Bockarie to anyone as part of his duties as point president for peace. Judge Sebutinde asked the Prosecution to continue and instructed the Defense to bring this up in his re-direct if he so wished.

The Prosecution went on to introduce a Sierra Leone Web news report, dated December 29, 1999, which reported that Gambian President Yahya Jammeh offered to mediate in Sierra Leone. The Prosecution asked why Jammeh would offer this if Taylor was in fact the point president for peace. Taylor said he was not aware that Jammeh had offered.

At this point the Prosecution asked questions aimed at showing that, as the alleged point president for peace, Taylor was sure to hear of the threats continuously issued by Bockarie, and therefore could not have held meetings for peace with Bockarie at the same time. Counsel for the Prosecution asked Taylor if he had been briefed that Sam Bockarie wanted to attack Freetown. Taylor said that he did not recall that particular briefing. Asked if he thought it would have been important for the point president for peace to know this, Taylor said it would definitely have been important, but maintained that he could not remember hearing it. The Prosecution then introduced an Inter Press Service (IPS) article, “Politics Sierra Leone: No lawyer offering to defend rebel leaders,” dated September 7, 1998. This article reported Bockarie as saying he would “kill all living things including chicken if Sankoh was not released.”[62] Taylor testified that he did not remember the briefing, but insisted that he would have raised the issue with Bockarie if he had known. The Prosecution suggested that Taylor did know, because Bockarie was acting under Taylor’s command. The Prosecution also resubmitted that, as point president for peace, Taylor was told what Bockarie intended to do. Taylor said that if he knew Bockarie was planning this, he would not have accepted Bockarie in his presence. He further commented that would be ludicrous to imagine “that president Hu Jintao would know every detail of what is happening in North Korea.”[63]
At this, the Prosecution asked if Taylor had told his briefers what was important to him as point president for peace, because then they would have known to inform him on Bockarie’s statements. Taylor said that his role was not to brief them. The Prosecution continued to press the issue, and Taylor became agitated, telling Counsel for the Prosecution, Brenda Hollis, that she had never worked for a government and could therefore not know what she was talking about.[64] Judge Sebutinde told Taylor to control himself and not to make such statements.

The Prosecution also tried to illustrate to the Court that the NPFL did not act in good faith when it negotiated the peace agreement between the warring factions in Liberia in order to show Taylor’s lack of commitment to peace in general. The Prosecution emphasized that the NPFL did not fully comply with the peace process in Liberia, since it did not adhere to the arms embargo and the demobilization and disarmament process as much as Taylor had led the court to believe during his direct-examination.

m. Taylor Condemned?

The Prosecution introduced this line of questioning to yet again impeach Taylor’s testimony that he was appointed point president for peace by the West African states. Counsel for the Prosecution stated that many African presidents had condemned Taylor’s actions in Sierra Leone. The Prosecution went on to say that many West African presidents were worried about Taylor’s ambition in West Africa. Taylor replied that the Committee of Five and the Secretary General of the UN commended his work. Asked if he remembered Major General Felix Mujakperuo (ECOMOG commander in Sierra Leone as of April 1999) warning him and the president of Burkina Faso, Taylor said that he did not remember any such warning, and that commanders were not in a position to issue such warnings. Taylor continued, testifying that previous commanders Malu and Shelpidi were both disciplined for their misconduct, and removed from their position. The Prosecution suggested that Taylor had insisted on their removal because, with them around, he could not continue with his misdeeds in the region. Taylor denied this.

The Prosecution then suggested that Jerry Rawlings had condemned Taylor’s actions in Sierra Leone and saw Taylor’s actions as a stab in the back. Taylor responded that he was good friends with Rawlings, and that Rawlings had never told him this. The Prosecution introduced an article in African Politics magazine, dated January 18, 1999, titled “Africa Politics: Liberia blamed in Sierra Leone conflict.” This article reported that Rawlings was the most outspoken of the West African leaders blaming Taylor for the Freetown carnage. Rawlings reportedly warned Liberia to stop supporting the rebels or face the full effect of the region. Counsel for the Prosecution stated that Rawling’s condemnation was clear. Taylor countered that the Prosecution was assuming that Rawlings had actually said this.

Taylor was then asked by the Prosecution about his alleged friendship with Kabbah— specifically whether Kabbah had accused Liberia of interference. Taylor answered that he had received letters from Kabbah expressing his gratitude. He said he had heard of the allegations but did not consider Kabbah his enemy. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he remembered a representative from the Government of Sierra Leone who said that Taylor was involved with the rebels. Taylor said he had no recollection of that. The Prosecution then introduced an article by Sierra Leone web news, dated October 30, 1997, where an aid from the Government of Sierra Leone said that he had information that Taylor was working with the Junta. Taylor responded that he did not know of this aid, and seeing as it was not Kabbah or an official, he could not take this seriously.

The Prosecution continued, stating that Kabbah did not invite Taylor to his reinstatement. Taylor said that he was invited but did not attend. The Prosecution insisted that Taylor sent a low ranking delegation that was not well received. To corroborate this, the Prosecution introduced a story from a newspaper, the Independent Observer, entitled, “We don’t want Taylor here tomorrow.” The article stated that Sierra Leoneans had criticized the fact that Taylor would attend. This was mainly because Taylor had insisted on the release of Foday Sankoh as the only road to peace. Taylor responded that he had received letters from Kabbah expressing his gratitude. He said he had heard of the allegations but did not consider Kabbah his enemy. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he remembered Major General Felix Mujakperuo (ECOMOG commander in Sierra Leone as of April 1999) warning him and the president of Burkina Faso, Taylor said that he did not remember any such warning, and that commanders were not in a position to issue such warnings. Taylor continued, testifying that previous commanders Malu and Shelpidi were both disciplined for their misconduct, and removed from their position. The Prosecution suggested that Taylor had insisted on their removal because, with them around, he could not continue with his misdeeds in the region. Taylor denied this.

The Prosecution then introduced an article by Sierra Leone web news, dated March 14, 1998, where deputy minister for information Arthur Massaquoi said that there was poor reception accorded to the Liberian delegation, and that they were jeered. Taylor answered that the allegations definitely caused some tensions. He equated the situation to when somebody threw a shoe at former US president George Bush in Iraq.

The Prosecution asked Taylor if he knew that Obasanjo had expressed his concern that Taylor was destabilizing the region. Taylor said he did not know. The Prosecution introduced a Security Council document, S/2000/992, dated October 16, 2000, and titled “Report of the Security Council mission in Sierra Leone.” The document stated that Guinean President Conte, echoed by Obasanjo, had said that Liberia was contributing to the destabilization of the region. The Prosecution also introduced a document from the Embassy of Nigeria in Monrovia, dated January 19, 1999, on the events in Sierra Leone. The text said that the position played by Liberia in Sierra Leone was regrettable.

n. Human Rights Commission and the Judiciary

The Liberian Human Rights Commission (LHRC) was the next subject on the Prosecution’s list. The aim was to discredit this institution by showing that it was not independent from the Executive. This was likely aimed at disproving Taylor’s claims that his presidency respected human rights in Liberia. The Prosecution introduced various newspaper articles that suggested that the LHRC did not investigate human rights violations, did not take office until 1999, and did not have offices or a budget, and that all investigations it conducted had to be approved by the Government. Taylor denied each of these claims.
Counsel for the Prosecution alleged that the only viable adjudication option the LHRC had (if and when they found human rights violations) was the judiciary, which was heavily influenced by the executive. The Prosecution insisted that the judiciary was not independent, that very little money was allocated to them, and that the chief justice complained about interference from the executive. Counsel for the Prosecution introduced a newspaper article from allAfrica.com from 1998 to support this contention. Taylor replied that there might have been members of his government who did interfere with the judiciary, but that he could not account to everyone in his government. Taylor then explained that western countries have even more interference with the judiciary. At this point, Counsel for the Prosecution interjected and asked Taylor if he was done with his speech, which incensed Taylor. He demanded that the Prosecution “Stop referring to my statement, my evidence, as a speech, please.”[65]

The Prosecution asked if Taylor’s failure to pay the judiciary contributed to their corruption. Taylor responded that there was a time when no one, including the executive, was unpaid. A report from the International Legal Assistance Consortium (ILAC) on Liberia, dated December 2003, stated that there was an almost unanimous distrust of Liberia’s courts. Submitted into evidence by the Prosecution, the report noted, “Judgment, freedom and even life itself, were often sold to the highest bidder.”[66] Asked if this was the case in his government, Taylor responded that he was not president in 2003.[67]

**o. Taylor’s Awareness of a possible Indictment**

The Prosecution alleged that Taylor must have known that he would be indicted for war crimes, and accordingly took measures to protect himself. During Defense questioning dated August 6, 10 and 31, 2009, Taylor had repeatedly stated that not even in his “wildest dreams” did he expect or foresee an SCSL indictment. Nevertheless, the Prosecution insisted that as early as 1993, Taylor knew that he could be tried of war crimes. Taylor responded that he had “no recollection of such awareness.”

The Prosecution claimed that during an OAU meeting held in July 1996, the members resolved to ask for the formation of a war crimes tribunal to be established for crimes committed by warring factions in Liberia. An ECOWAS official journal from 1997 was introduced as documentary evidence to support this contention. Taylor denied knowing about the meeting and the resolution. He also denied knowing about the Nigerian government saying in January 1999 that they would do everything possible to bring men like Taylor before the courts for crimes committed in Liberia. He said that if he had known, he would have changed his decision to go to Nigeria after leaving office in Liberia.

Taylor admitted that he knew about the formation of the Special Court, and the war crimes charges faced by Foday Sankoh. The Prosecution suggested that it was not until after Security Council resolution 1315 (S/RES/1315), dated August 14, 2000, on the creation of the SCSL, that Taylor’s government disengaged itself from the RUF. Taylor responded that his government made the announcement in 2001, and that the Prosecution’s insinuation that it was right after the resolution was wrong.

The Prosecution introduced a Security Council report pursuant to resolution 1343 (2001), document S/2001/424, dated April 30, 2001, that announced that Taylor’s government had disengaged itself from the RUF and expelled Bockarie. Counsel for the Prosecution stated again that the government only did this to distance themselves from the RUF at that time. Taylor responded that resolution 1343 demanded that they take these measures, and they were therefore complying. Taylor testified that he had not known that Sam Bockarie was among the Accused at the SCSL. To counter this assertion, the Prosecution introduced an Amnesty International report titled, “Sierra Leone: First indictments before the Special Court for Sierra Leone” dated April 2, 2003. The report noted that the SCSL had announced its first indictments on March 10, 2003, and that amongst them was an indictment against Sam Bockarie. The report stated that, between the seven Accused, five were in custody, but Johnny Paul Koroma had evaded arrest while Bockarie was in Liberia. The Prosecution asked if Taylor had seen the report. Taylor said no.

**p. Sanjivan Ruprah**

One of the people often named by the Prosecution as Taylor’s arms dealers is Sanjivan Ruprah. Taylor has repeatedly denied personally knowing Ruprah. The Prosecution, using documentary evidence showing a $500,000 payment to a Swiss bank account in Ruprah’s name, asked Taylor whether he had authorized the payment. Taylor responded that he had, but he could not recollect the specifics. The Prosecution suggested that it was a large amount to forget, and asked who Sanjivan Ruprah was and why large amounts of money were sent to him. Taylor responded that Ruprah was a Liberian Ambassador at large. Regarding the money, Taylor commented, “A president doesn’t bother himself with getting into the details.”[68]

Taylor insisted that he had been completely honest with the Judges about what he knew of Sanjivan Ruprah. Taylor claimed that he had told a UN panel of experts that he “knew of” Ruprah. Trying to show inconsistencies in Taylor’s various responses to questions on this issue, the Prosecution then referred a Court transcript where Prosecution witness Ian Smiley (who had been the head of the UN panel of experts) testified that when they asked Taylor if knew Ruprah, he said that he did not. The Prosecution introduced another transcript where the Defense had asked Taylor if he knew Ruprah. He replied that he did not.[69] This made Taylor go into a long explanation that he had not lied, and that he did not know Ruprah but he knew of him. “Is that the kind of word games you were playing with the panel of experts?” asked Counsel for the Prosecution.[70] Taylor became agitated, and denied the Prosecution’s accusation.

The Prosecution then asked Taylor if he knew of a Mr. Leonid Minin, who the UN panel had indicated traded arms in conjunction with Ruprah. Taylor said he did, but had not tried to use him for arms deals. The Prosecution referred to a transcript in which Taylor said he had tried to do arms deals with Minin but Minin failed.[71] Yet again, the Prosecution managed to point out an inconsistency in Taylor’s testimony. Taylor defended himself by saying that lawyers kept twisting questions. The Prosecution then noted that the lawyer who had asked the question was Courtenay Griffiths, lead counsel for the Defense. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he was implying that Griffiths was twisting questions. Again, Taylor became agitated, and Presiding Justice Sebutinde intervened to instruct the Prosecution that they had made their point and could move on.

q. United Nations Office in Liberia

The Prosecution has alleged that some of the documents in Taylor’s possession were obtained in suspicious ways. Most of these documents are UN code cables between the Representative of the Secretary General in Liberia and John Prendergast in the UN office in New York. Taylor was questioned about the Representative of the Secretary General (RSG) Felix Downes-Thomas, who was appointed on December 12, 1997. The Prosecution asked Taylor if he knew why Downes-Thomas was replaced by Abu Musa. Taylor said that he did not know. Taylor testified that the only UN code cables he received from Downes-Thomas were the ones that focused on Sierra Leone. To impeach Taylor’s testimony on this point, the Prosecution introduced a prior inconsistent statement where Taylor had testified that his government discussed receiving code cables from Downes-Thomas that are not secret but pertain to Liberia.[72] The Prosecution noted that nothing in that testimony indicated that Taylor had asked for code cables focused on Sierra Leone. Taylor responded that, at that time, Liberia was most concerned with Sierra Leone. His answer implied that by receiving cables pertaining to Liberia, they would automatically receive those on Sierra Leone.

The Prosecution suggested that when Taylor received the code cables, he knew that he was not supposed to receive them. The Prosecution introduced various code cables, and asked if Taylor had received them. Taylor responded that he had. One cable talked about Special Envoy Okello’s unannounced visit to Monrovia. The Prosecution alleged that, at this point, Okello was sent to Monrovia because the UN feared Downes-Thomas was getting too close to Taylor. Taylor denied the allegation, saying he did not know why Okello was sent. The Prosecution then introduced more code cables that were signed as received by the UN Department of Peace Keeping Operations (DPKO) Registry and asked Taylor where he obtained them. Taylor responded that he received the cables from the RSG. The Prosecution alleged that he must have come across the documents from other means. Taylor denied this allegation and insisted he received the code cables from the RSG.

r. Conspiracy from the West

The Prosecution also asked Taylor about the supposed conspiracy from the west that he consistently referred to in his testimony. Taylor had testified that cooperation existed between his government and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) when he was in power in Liberia. He had also told the Court that the CIA had tipped him off to an assassination attempt against him. The Prosecution suggested that if such cooperation existed, then it would be inconsistent with the US trying to oust him. Taylor responded that sometimes intelligence agencies do one thing, and then they switch to something different. The Prosecution asked about whether various people were part of the conspiracy. Taylor excluded Kabbah, Maxwell Khobe (former Nigerian commander of ECOMOG based in Sierra Leone) and other military commanders of the West African peacekeeping troops, including General Timothy Shelpidi, General Victor Malu, and General Mujakperuo from the supposed conspiracy, saying that these people were just doing their jobs. Former Nigerian president Olusegun Obasanjo was also excluded from the conspiracy as Taylor felt Obasanjo was pressured by the US to arrest him and transfer him to the Special Court for Sierra Leone.

The Prosecution concluded its cross-examination by asserting that Taylor was indeed guilty of all the charges in the indictment. Taylor denied the assertion.

6. Taylor’s Re-examination

The Defense started their re-direct examination on February 15, 2010, and concluded on February 18, 2010. During this week, the Defense, led by Courtenay Griffiths, QC, re-introduced documents the Prosecution had used during cross-examination. The purpose was to have Taylor explain and deny the many Prosecution allegations leveled against him that arose from those documents.

Counsel for the Defense asked Taylor about the residence Taylor had provided Foday Sankoh in Gbarnga. The Prosecution had suggested that this residency was inside Taylor’s executive mansion. Taylor denied that this was true. He added that Sankoh did not live there permanently and that the residency was a few blocks away from the executive mansion, but that he could not remember the name of the area. Additionally, Taylor said that the Sankoh only had the facilities from August 1991 until May or June 1992. The Defense referred to the Mary Harper interview,[73] and asked Taylor to tell the Court when he met Sankoh. Taylor responded that he met Sankoh in August of 1991 in Gbarnga.
The Prosecution alleged that Taylor had intimidated some witnesses. To clarify this point, the Defense asked Taylor to explain the procedure he had to undergo to make a call at the SCSL’s Detention Center. Taylor responded that he had to submit the name of the person he intended to call together with their number. The Court would conduct background checks on the person before giving an approval, usually two weeks later. The guards at the detention center would then call the person, transfer the call to Taylor’s cell phone, and record the conversation. Griffiths then asked for the procedure if Taylor intended to talk to his lawyers. Taylor answered that he had a privileged list of his lawyers with all the names apart from that of Terry Munyadi. He would select the lawyer he intended to talk to, and then guards would place the call. The Defense asked if Taylor spoke to Mr. Supuwood (a member of the Defense team) and if the phone call was shared by anyone else. Taylor responded that indeed he spoke to Supuwood and that the call was shared, as he was using Supuwood’s help to try to get two witnesses from Monrovia. The Defense wanted to know whether the Court’s Registry Office had ever accused Taylor of intimidating the Prosecution’s witnesses. Taylor said no, and that all the phone calls were recorded.

Counsel for the Accused also re-directed on the allegation that Taylor insisted on being in the Committee of Five to help the RUF and the AFRC. The Defense asked how Taylor came to be on the Committee of Five. Taylor responded that after coming from a civil war, he felt he had expertise in the subject of Sierra Leone and the Committee agreed. Other than peace, he testified, he did not have any other agenda. Asked who else was on the committee, Taylor responded that there was the President of Guinea Lansana Conte, the president of Ivory Coast, Henri Konan Bédié, the president of Nigeria, Sani Abacha, and the president of Ghana, Jerry Rawlings. Taylor said that he did not get along well with Conte and Bédié. Taylor testified that the presidents on the Committee of Five were not so weak or stupid as to allow themselves to be convinced by Taylor, and therefore the Prosecution’s allegation about his involvement with the committee was wrong.

The Defense then asked if Taylor had an international investigator and who he was. Taylor named individuals who had worked as his international investigator, including Defense counsel Morris Anya. He then explained that the international investigator’s work was to be a fact finder—i.e., he visited the UN headquarters in New York, ECOWAS headquarters in Abuja, AU headquarters in Addis Ababa, Justice Minister and Vice President’s office in Sierra Leone amongst other locations to collect information. The Defense followed this line of questioning because of the Prosecution’s doubt of where the Defense acquired their documents. Taylor confirmed that the international investigator obtained these documents.

Counsel for the Defense then asked Taylor about his relationship with Felix Downes-Thomas and reminded Taylor of the Prosecution’s allegations that Downes-Thomas was his lackey. Taylor responded that he resented that allegation “with a degree of anger,”[74] as Downes-Thomas was an honorable man. The Defense asked if Downes-Thomas was prohibited from providing Taylor with UN code cables. Taylor responded that he was not prohibited, and nor would he jeopardize his job to do something he was prohibited to do.


[6]One clear example of this cross-examination strategy is the questioning on Taylor’s escape from prison and the 1985 attempted coup, as explained below in Section 5(h).


[10] Taylor, Case No. SCSL-03-01-T-860, “Prosecution Motion in Relation to the Applicable Legal Standards Governing the Use and Admission of Documents by the Prosecution During Cross-Examination,” 17 November 2009 [hereinafter “Motion on Applicable Law”], ¶ 31.

[11] Motion on Applicable Law, ¶ 20, referring to Prosecutor v. Brima, Case No. SCSL-04-16-T, Transcript, 29 June 2006, pgs. 75-76. This transcript was not available to confirm the accuracy of this argument, although it was also cited by the Trial Chamber in its decision on the matter. Fresh Evidence Decision, ¶ 3, note 17. The Trial Chamber also noted, “While the Prosecution refers only to the Trial Chamber’s oral ruling during the course of the proceedings, the Trial Chamber also considered this issue in its final judgment.” Fresh Evidence Decision, ¶ 3, note 17.


[13] Id. at ¶ 7, note 13.

[14] Id. at ¶¶ 4, 10-12, 13-14 (arguing that evidence used to impeach witnesses can be admitted into evidence at other tribunals), and 23 (arguing that established practice at other tribunals allows the Prosecution to introduce fresh evidence during cross-examination of Defense witnesses).


[16] Taylor, Case No. SCSL-01-03-T-862, “Defence Response to the Public Prosecution Motion in Relation to the Applicable Legal Standards Governing the Use and Admission of Documents by the Prosecution During Cross-Examination,” 23 November 2009, ¶¶ 14-16.


[18] Id. Nothing in Article 17 addresses this issue in particular, except to guarantee that the Accused is guaranteed the right to a fair trial. See SCSL Statute, Article 17.


[20] Id. at ¶ 26.

[21] Id. at ¶ 27.


Volume 2 comprising twenty documents and decisions disallowing the use of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia Press Releases comprising seven documents. See 9 February Decision.

[26] 21 January Motion, ¶¶ 10-15. This argument was the same in each of the three motions decided in the 9 February Decision. See 9 February Decision.


[28] 21 January Motion, ¶ 16. This argument was the same in each of the motions decided in the 9 February Decision. See 9 February Decision.

[29] 21 January Motion, ¶ 17. This argument was the same in each of the motions decided in the 9 February Decision. See 9 February Decision.

[30] 21 January Motion, ¶¶ 18-22. This argument was the same in each of the motions decided in the 9 February Decision. See 9 February Decision.

[31] Rule 73(B) says that decisions rendered on such motions are without interlocutory appeal. However, in exceptional circumstances and to avoid irreparable prejudice to a party, the Trial Chamber may give leave to appeal. Such leave should be sought within 3 days of the decision and shall not operate as a stay of proceedings unless the Trial Chamber so orders. In their decision, the Appeals Chamber noted the Appeals Chamber’s decision on interlocutory appeals in the Norman case (CDF case). In that case, the Appeals Chamber held that at the SCSL, the procedural assumption is that trials will continue to their conclusion without delay or diversion caused by interlocutory appeals on procedural matters, and that any errors which affect the final judgement will be corrected in due course by this Chamber on appeal. Prosecutor v. Norman et al., Case No. SCSL-2004-14-AR73, “Decision on Amendment of the Consolidated Indictment,” 16 May 2005, ¶ 43. Trial Chamber II has also held that an interlocutory appeal does not lie as of right and that “the overriding legal consideration in respect of an application of this nature is that the applicant’s case must reach a level nothing short of ‘exceptional circumstances’ and ‘irreparable prejudice’, having regard to the restrictive nature of Rule 73(B) and the rationale that criminal trials must not be heavily encumbered and, consequently, unduly delayed by interlocutory appeals,” 9 February Decision, pg. 9, citing Taylor, Case No. SCSL-03-01-T-584, “Decision on Confidential Prosecution Application for Leave to Appeal Decision to Vary the Protective Measures of TF1-168,” 10 September 2008. It held that “exceptional circumstances” may arise “where the cause of justice may be interfered with” or “where issues of fundamental legal importance” are raised. 9 February Decision, pg. 9, citing Taylor, Case No. SCSL-03-01-T-764, “Decision on Defense Application for Leave to Appeal the Decision on Urgent Defense Motion Regarding a Fatal Defect in the Prosecution’s Second Amended Indictment Relating to the Pleading of JCE,” 18 March 2009; Taylor, Case No. SCSL-03-01-T-764, “Decision on Public Prosecution Application for Leave to Appeal Decision Regarding the Tender of Documents,” 11 December 2008, p. 3; Prosecutor v. Sesay et al., Case No. SCSL-2004-15-T-357, “Decision on Defense Applications for Leave to Appeal Ruling of 3rd February 2005 on the Exclusion of Statements of Witness TF1-141,” 28 April 2005.


[33] Motion on Applicable Law, ¶ 12, citing Prlić, Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.14, “Decision on the Interlocutory Appeal against the Trial Chamber’s Decision on Presentation of Documents by the Prosecution in Cross-Examination of defence Witnesses,” 26 February 2009, ¶ 28.

[34] Motion on Applicable Law, ¶ 12, citing Prlić, Case No. IT-04-74-T, “Decision on Presentation in Cross-Examination of Defence Witnesses,” 27 November 2008, ¶ 10, referring to Prosecutor v. Hadzihasanovic and Kubura, Case No. IT-01-47-T, Oral Decision of 29 November 2004, Transcript, pgs. 12521-12528 (holding that “the Prosecution may present, in the course of cross-examination, any documents that have not already been admitted in order to test the credibility of a witness or to refresh such a witness’s memory. In each of these two cases, the Prosecution may present a document that has not already been admitted and which it had in its possession before or after the presentation of its case”).


[37] Taylor, Case No. SCSL-03-01-876, “Submission of the Acting Registrar pursuant to rule 33 (B) of the Rules of Procedure and evidence regarding the delay in bringing the accused to court on 12 January 2010,” 18 January 2010.


[40] Taylor, Trial Transcript, 19 November 2009, pg. 147 (lines 8-12).


[42] In October 12, 1992, the NPFL launched “Operation Octopus” which was repulsed by combined ECOMOG, Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL), and United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO) forces. For more information, see Abdoulaye W. Dukule, “Anniversary of Terror: October 12 – Operation Octopus,” The Perspective, available at http://www.theperspective.org/octopus.html.

[59] The Prosecution said that the trip to South Africa happened in September, and that Taylor gave a speech in Liberia on the October 3, upon his arrival. In that same month of October, the Magburaka shipment was made to the Junta. The Prosecution concluded that the timing of this occurrence was inculpatory.

Editor’s Note: Please note that the U.C. Berkeley report does not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Open Society Justice Initiative.
GOL, UNMIL, Others Sign 2011 Elections Project Document Today
[The Analyst, Heritage]

- The release said Planning Minister Amara Konneh will sign for Government, while UNMIL Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General Mustapha Soumaré and Chairman James Fromayan will sign for the international community and NEC respectively.
- The release said the signing ceremony will mark the official start point for the conduct of the 2011 elections.
- The NEC release said the vital kickoff program for the holding of the 2011 elections is a forerunner to series of electoral activities put in place by the NEC.

Local News on Liberian issues

President Sirleaf Meets Libyan Leader
[The Analyst, The Inquirer]

- President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has held talks with Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, which focused on the renovation of the Ducor Palace Hotel in Monrovia.
- A Libyan company signed the contract to renovate the hotel more than a year ago but active work is yet to begin.
- The Executive Mansion says President Sirleaf and her Libyan counterpart also discussed wide range of issues on the agriculture sector of Liberia and centred on the ADA/LAP rice project in Foya, Lofa County.
- The Liberian leader made the brief stop in Libya while on her way from a visit to Brazil.
- President Sirleaf has since returned home.

MRU Member States Resolve To Unblock Contributions
[Daily Observer, The Inquirer]

- Member countries of the Mano River Union (MRU) have resolved to unblock contributions to the Union and make timely payment of contributions for the upkeep of the organization.
- Following a one-day consultative meeting involving member states, they agreed to maintain sub-regional peace and security through information sharing, dialogue and the implementation of provisions of the 15th protocol.
- The MRU member states also agreed to undertake sub-regional development approaches toward the growth triangle to ensure balanced growth and development.
- The MRU meeting focused on the annual report, the strategic plan, the financial report and the budget proposed for 2010.

US Embassy Commends Embattled Postmaster General
[National Chronicle]

- The US Embassy in Monrovia has commended Posts and Telecommunications Minister Jeremiah Sulunteh for demonstrating a high degree of alertness at the Ministry.
The Embassy expressed gratitude to Minister Sulunteh for the ability of his staff to spare the Embassy from potential installation shut down.

In a letter of commendation, the Embassy praised the Ministry for what it calls its outstanding work in preventing a potentially costly and time-consuming emergency at its installation.

The two-page letter signed by the Charge d’Affaires of the US Embassy Brooks Robinson applauded the attentiveness to detail and diligence exercised by the Ministry’s senior staff.

The Director General of Posts, Paul Thomas and the Head Postmistress, Angeline Mulbah were particularly commended for their dedication to duty.

On April 6, officials of the Postal Affairs Ministry reported to the US Embassy the discovery of a suspicious letter addressed to the American Embassy in Monrovia.

The Embassy informed the Postal Affairs Ministry that the suspicious letter has been secured and shipped to a laboratory in the United States for further analysis.

**House Warns Catholic Rights Group**

*The News, Heritage*

- The House of Representatives has warned the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission (JPC) to be cautious in its monthly performance report on Legislators.
- The House said the JPC should guide against publishing a performance report full of flaws and falsehood.
- House spokesman Isaac Redd said JPC’s past reports in 2007 and 2008 were based on assumptions and inaccuracies.
- Mr. Redd claimed the faulty reportage by the JPC led donors to suspend support to the monitoring exercise, which he believes has political undertones.
- The statement comes a week after the JPC announced the re-launch of its monthly performance report on the Legislature.

**“Gboyo” Killings Suspects Appear In Court Today**

*The Inquirer, The Analyst*

- Six persons among whom is the Acting Administrator of the J.J. Dosseen Hospital and a Nigerian Pastor are expected to be arraigned before the Harper Magisterial Court on charges of murder in connection to series of ritualistic killings otherwise known as ‘Gboyo’ which occurred recently in Maryland County.
- The appearance of the six men is predicated upon a decision of the court to adjourn the case for today, after the accused made their first appearance last Monday in open court following the decision of the state to charge them for murder.
- At the time of their first appearance, following days in detention the accused were reportedly acquainted with their rights and later taken back to prison.

**Where Are Finance Ministry’s Millions?**

*New Democrat*

- Finance Ministry officials reportedly cannot account for over US$5 million and auditors highlighted what they regard as fraudulent accounting and other irregularities at the ministry, the HIPC audit has revealed.
- Conflicting expenditure, payment of salaries, general claims, Special and General Allowances and irregular dealings on the Ministry’s Operation Account are elements of noted financial irregularities and control deficiencies, which lead to US$5,357,351,951.38 unexplained expenditure.
- Minister Augustine Ngafuan, Deputy Minister Tarnue Marwolo, and ex-Comptroller General James Boker, are amongst those being asked to account for the said amount.
- Finance Ministry officials, the audit pointed out, failed to provide documentary evidence to substantial how more than US$3 million was spent on general claims (debt).
- Auditor General John Morlu classified the non-submission of financial documents for audit purposes, as “negligence to duty,” which indicates that fraud has occurred.

**In Mardea, Hans Williams’ Guilty verdict: Lawyers Point Out Mass ‘Errors’**

*Daily Observer*

- Lawyers of murder convicts Hans Williams and his fiancée Mardea Paykue have outlined 45 ‘flaws’ in the final verdict of Criminal Court ‘B’ Judge Blamo Dixon in the just ended Angel Togba murder trial.
- The defense counsels, led by Cllr. F. Musa Dean, contended that the guilty verdict brought down on March 19, 2010 against their clients was not in conformity with the evidence adduced in court.
In the bill signed by lead Counsel F. Musa Dean, Cllr. Pearl brown Bull and Francis Y. S. Garlawulo, the defense contended that the Judge also erred when he declared in the final verdict that the prosecution had proved its case beyond reasonable doubt.

According to them, from the records of the trial, it was abundantly clear that the verdict is contrary to the weight of the evidence produced.

The Supreme Court of Liberia is expected to look into the bill of exception filed before it by the defense lawyers in the October term of court.

Confusion in Nimba on City Mayor’s Dismissal Proposal, Senator Johnson, Student Leaders Clash
[Daily Observer]

- Nimba County Senior Senator Prince Johnson is reportedly pushing for the dismissal of Ganta Acting City Mayor D. Dorr Cooper for his alleged involvement in thievery.
- The Senator claimed Dorr’s action had been documented in a United Nations report.
- Senator Johnson also addressed a letter to President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf on April 2, 2010, in which he informed the President that acting Ganta Mayor is being recorded in United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) report that he (Cooper) is a head of gangsters of ‘thieves’, who pillaged Ganta and the Cocopa Rubber Plantation.
- In the letter, Senator Johnson also accused the President of appointing Mr. Cooper to ‘orchestrate political demonstrations against her opponents by the use of ‘gangsters’ that he said Cooper controls.
- In a related development, a group calling itself Coalition of Concerned Nimba Youth and Student Leaders have rebutted the content of the Senator’s letter to President Sirleaf. The students said the Senator’s action was ‘reckless and irresponsible’.

Bertha E. Porte Is Dead; Widow of Albert Porte
[Daily Observer]

- Mrs. Bertha E. Porte, widow of Albert Porte, the legendary Liberian teacher and pamphleteer who wrote on constitutional and human rights issues for over half a century, has died.
- Mrs. Porte, the mother of 11 children, two of whom predeceased her in adulthood was in her 97th year.
- She died yesterday morning at the Voker Mission home of her daughter and son-in-law, Cenethe and Professor Frederick Hunder of the University of Liberia in Paynesville.
- Mrs. Porte lived a long, healthy and productive life.
- She suffered no serious or chronic illnesses and hardly ever slept in a hospital except during child birth.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
President Sirleaf Meets Libyan Leader
(Also reported Radio Veritas, Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)

GOL, UNMIL, Others Sign 2011 Elections Project Document Today
(Also reported Radio Veritas, Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)

House Warns Catholic Rights Group
(Also reported Radio Veritas, Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)

Access To Justice Conference Opens In Gbarnga Thursday
- The Justice Ministry in collaboration with the Judiciary and Internal Affairs Ministry will Thursday begin a three-day national conference in Gbarnga, Bong County.
- Participants for the three-day conference will be drawn from the Judiciary and the Ministries of Justice and Internal Affairs.
- The conference which will be held on the topic: “Enhancing Access to Justice” will build upon the work of the Legal Working Group and Regional Consultants and examine constitutional questions of separation of powers, due process and equality.
- The release said the Gbarnga conference will also consider the legal framework governing the dual system of customary and statutory justice.
- According to the release, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, the Judiciary, Legislature, and other stakeholders will make remarks at the opening session.

US Embassy Commends Embattled Postmaster General

Patient Disappears At Company Hospital In Bomi
• Reports from the Sime Darby Health Centre in Bomi County speak of the mysterious disappearance of a patient identified as Amos Ganteh.
• Amos reportedly went missing from the company’s main health centre, where he was taken for treatment a month ago.
• The sister of the missing man, Kebeh Ganteh said the family has met with the company on the issue but it is yet to get redress.
• She also disclosed that the family has also communicated with the Justice Ministry and the Bomi County Health Team but there seems to be no solution in sight.
• A senior staff of Sime Darby, Boima Sonii admitted the company was aware of the situation, but said the police was still investigating.

Senior GSA Official Detained For Rape
• A senior personnel at the General Services Agency (GSA) has been detained for rape, gang rape and kidnapping at the Monrovia Central Prison pending court trial.
• Government indicted Caesar Freeman following months of investigation.
• Mr. Freeman is said to have committed the acts along with a friend yet to be identified and arrested.
• The two men allegedly took a girl to the Caldwell Area where they sexually abused her.
• According to the indictment, the victim asked them for lift from Central town but they refused to let her out when they reached her destination.
• Meanwhile, there are reports that higher ups in government are attempting to release Mr. Freeman secretly even though rape is not bailable.

(Also reported Radio Veritas, Sky FM, and ELBC)

Truth FM (News monitored today at 10:00 am)

MRU Member States Resolve To Unblock Contributions

Liberia Pledges Commitment In The Implementation Of UN Security Council Resolution 1325
• Liberia has pledged its continuous commitment in the implementation of the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security.
• Speaking Tuesday at the official opening of a conference on the cross-learning of the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 in Monrovia, Justice Minister Christiana Tah promised that government will at all times promote gender equality and youth empowerment in the country.
• Minister Tah who was proxy for President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf said government will ensure that women are protected against gender-based violence.
• Speaking earlier, Gender Minister Varbah Gayflor said the protection of women and girls is crucial to the maintenance of peace in the country.

International Clips on Liberia

Africa Partnership Station Medical Humanitarian Outreach Team Provides Care in Liberia
http://www.africom.mil/getArticle.asp?art=4280&lang=0

U.S. Navy and Army personnel, attached to a Humanitarian Civic Assistance (HCA) medical team, provided medical and veterinary assistance to Liberian citizens from April 5-25, 2010, as a part of Africa Partnership Station (APS) West. The 26-person team worked with the Armed Forces of Liberia, Vets Without Borders, and local non-government organizations (NGOs) to provide care and service to those in need. The HCA team set up shop at two specific centres: the Bardnersville and Duport Road Health Centre, and the Gracie A. Reeves Baptist Community Medical Centre. The HCA team worked alongside the clinic staff and the Liberian Animal Welfare Society, and provided care to over 300 patients and 100 animals on a daily basis. “This project provides a great opportunity to reach out to local Liberians and not only fosters good will and relations between the United States and Liberia, but builds on our previous APS Medical and Veterinary services conducted last September,” said Lieutenant John Meeting, APS medical planner and officer in charge.

Safe Births In Liberia Boosted By Training

Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs) in Liberia demonstrate their newly acquired child birth delivery skills in a role play exercise. A Plan project to train and support traditional birth attendants in Liberia is giving women in remote rural areas access to safe maternal health care services for the first time. In 2007, a report by the United Nations support team in Lofa showed that there were just 53 health facilities in the county for an estimated population of
416,173. The majority of these health centres are in the more accessible districts of Voinjama, Zorzor and Salayea, while Vahun, Kolahun and Foya are harder to access due to poor road conditions. As a result, many women in the outlying remote villages have no access to adequate maternal health care services. Babies are usually delivered by traditional birth attendants who lack training, appropriate facilities and equipment.

FreeBalance Aids Liberia’s Public Finance Reforms


Ottawa-based FreeBalance’s government resource planning software has been chosen by the Republic of Liberia for implementation in five departments, as its government works to improve public financial management reforms and transparency. FreeBalance said the west African country’s government will be deploying its Accountability Suite at Liberia’s Ministry of Finance, the Civil Service Agency and General Auditing Commission, and the software will be connected to the Central Bank of Liberia. “We are honoured to work with the Government of the Republic of Liberia as it modernizes its public financial management system,” said FreeBalance CEO Manuel Pietra in a statement. “The people of Liberia will quickly realize the benefits of an automated, integrated government resource planning (GRP) software system. FreeBalance will also ensure that the Liberia GRP system is sustainable with a low total cost of ownership.” The software suite will allow the country’s government to manage public financials and expenditures and its own performance. It will also help with the payroll management of a civil service workforce comprising roughly 40,000 employees.

Liberia: Budget shortfall could cause girls’ school to close

[http://www.episcopal-life.org/81808_121469_ENG_HTM.htm]

[Episcopal News Service] A $17,000 budget gap may force the all-girls Bromley Episcopal Mission School to close its doors for the rest of the 2009-10 school year, displacing up to 125 students, many of them orphans. The school was unable to raise the full amount it budgeted for the academic year, said Esther Page, chairwoman of the school’s board of directors, in a telephone interview from Brockton, Massachusetts, where she is visiting friends and family and undergoing medical treatment. “The board isn’t in a position to raise a huge amount of money … in Liberia, there is donor fatigue. It is the same group of people we depend on. Everyone is targeting the same group; we can raise some but not all,” said Page, who plans to return to Liberia later this month. The school budgeted $109,000 for 2009-10 academic year, raising $58,000 through tuition, and counting on fundraising and donations to make up the difference. It costs $1,000 annually for a student to attend. Many students receive scholarships paid for by Episcopalians, and some parents pay their daughters’ tuition. Tuition accounts for less than 35 percent of the budget, with tuition-paying parents subsidizing the rest of the girls’ education, Page said. Bromley is one of 31 schools belonging to the Episcopal Church of Liberia. Presiding Bishop Katharine Jefferts Schori visited Bromley in January during a weeklong visit to the West African country.

International Clips on West Africa

Ivory Coast

Ivorian cocoa truckers join fuel price strike

[http://af.reuters.com/article/investingNews/idAFJOE63D0E520100414?feedType=RSS&feedName=investingNews]

ABIDJAN (Reuters) – Cocoa truck drivers in Ivory Coast joined a transport strike in protest against rising fuel prices on Wednesday, the drivers’ association leader said. Cocoa markets are sensitive to signs of disruption in output from the world’s top grower Ivory Coast, which supplies 40 percent of world demand. “This morning, everyone, including the trucks which transport merchandise like food and agricultural products, is on strike. The strike is total,” Loceni Diabate, president of the national federation of drivers told Reuters. “It will continue until the government accepts our principal demand,” he said. Taxi and bus drivers have progressively stepped up strike action which has brought the commercial centre Abidjan to a standstill since Monday. Transport unions want the government to commit to slashing the price of diesel and petrol by around 30 percent, arguing that recent price hikes have hurt their livelihood. Nearly 70 percent of the price of fuel is made up of taxes.
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First witness testifies against Karadžić

By Linawati Sidarto

The Hague, Netherlands

The genocide trial of former President Radovan Karadžić at the Hague’s International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) resumes on Tuesday with the prosecution’s first witness describing atrocities during the war in Bosnia.

Ahmet Zulić, who had been held in detention facilities in Bosnia for six months in 1992, is the first out of a temporary list of 12 witnesses for the prosecution who will be heard by the court in the next weeks.

A solemn-looking Zulić avoided eye contact as he answered the prosecution’s questions about attacks and atrocities committed by Serb troops and paramilitaries on Muslims in his area. Karadžić, meanwhile, calmly listened to the accounts across the court room. Zulić’s testimony included detentions and beatings he suffered, and killings he witnessed.

Zulić, who is Muslim, had testified in three earlier ICTY trials, including that of notorious Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic.

The trial against Karadžić, one of the highest ranking officials to be indicted by the ICTY, began in October last year. However, Karadžić had boycotted the proceedings, asking for postponements on the grounds that his rights to adequate facilities and to choose his standby counsel had been violated by the court. His final appeal was denied earlier this month.

The prosecutor’s witness list include victims of the 1992-1995 Bosnian war, former United Nations’ military and civilian officials, and two protected witnesses whose names are kept secret.

Former Republika Srpska President Karadžić, 64, faces 11 charges of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. He denies them all.

During his opening statement last month, Karadžić denied involvement in two atrocities of the Bosnian war – the four-year siege of Sarajevo by Serb forces, where 10,000 died, and the killing of more than 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys at Srebrenica in 1995.

Karadžić stepped down as leader of Bosnia’s Serbs in 1996 and went into hiding until he was captured in Belgrade in 2008, bearded and disguised as an alternative healer.
Mark Vlasic on the trial of Radovan Karadzic

Anthony Clark Arend

Over at The Huffington Post, Georgetown Institute for Law, Science, and Global Security Senior Fellow, Mark Vlasic writes:

The long arm of justice caught up with Radovan Karadzic yesterday, as his former victims began to testify against him at a genocide trial at the United Nations war crimes tribunal in The Hague. Almost fifteen years after the Srebrenica genocide, when Bosnian Serb forces rounded up over 7,500 Muslim men and boys and slaughtered them in cold blood, thousands with their eyes blindfolded and their hands tied behind their backs, the former president of the Serb-controlled Bosnia, the man who presided over the worst massacre in Europe since the Holocaust, now finds himself in the very same dock that held former Serbian president Slobodan Milosevic. And as former president Karadzic sits between two UN prison guards in an international tribunal, one must wonder, is the end of impunity finally coming to a close?

In 2002, I sat across from Slobodan Milosevic in the first war crimes trial of a head of state, ever. It was a historic trial — one supported by the United Nations and the international community — and one that only a few years earlier, I never thought would happen.

You see, up until April 2001, when the Butcher of the Balkans was arrested at his Belgrade villa, it was almost presumed that if you were a terrible dictator, or a head of state bent on mass slaughter and destruction, you would never see the inside of a courtroom. Lesser functionaries, yes — they might go to trial — but the top officials, they were virtually untouchable. As presidents, they would likely die while in office, or escape to a well-appointed villa to live their lives in comfortable exile. But now, the very presumptions that have guided human history, in the short time I’ve been a lawyer, have changed… And we’ve almost taken it for granted.

After the arrest and trial of Milosevic, came the arrest and trial of former president Saddam Hussein — the first war crimes trial of a Middle East leader in history — and the arrest of former president Charles Taylor of Liberia – and who now sits in the dock in The Hague.
It seems that with every year, the dominos of impunity keep falling — first Europe, then the Middle East, then Africa. And they continue to fall:

Chad’s exiled former president, Hissène Habré, is to stand trial at a special court in Senegal, while in Asia, another domino is falling.

Khieu Samphan, the former president of the Khmer Rouge, is facing a UN-sponsored court in Cambodia for his part in “The Killing Fields” — and the slaughter of his own people nearly 30 years ago.

Most recently, the International Criminal Court in The Hague has dropped another domino with its indictment of President Omar al-Bashir of Sudan. The question now is not if another president will ever be charged, but rather — when, and who is next?

This is a fundamental change in the presumption. Unlike those of us that studied law and justice in the 20th Century — the next generation of prosecutors and foreign policy professionals — those graduating from universities and law schools in the 21st Century — will only know a world where such terrible dictators actually do stand trial. Such a presumption will embolden the next generation of leaders to act — and perhaps with time — bring a true end to impunity.

Sixty years after the world’s experiment at Nuremberg — and after millions of lives shattered by war crimes, destruction, and perverted leadership, we should be cautiously optimistic that there is some hope for humanity — but only if we keep pressing the cause of justice. Let us hope we press on — and let us hope that future dictators take notice.

Indeed. Let’s hope that would-be dictators do take notice.
Not Child's Play: Revisiting the Law of Child Soldiers

JURIST Special Guest Columnist Lt. Col. Chris Jenks (USA), Chief of the International Law Branch of the Office of the Judge Advocate General, says that the discussion on child soldiers in general and Omar Khadr in particular should be broadened to move past misperceptions of the applicable law and norms concerning detention and prosecution of child combatants....

In the fall of 2009, Attorney General Eric Holder announced that Canadian Omar Khadr would likely be tried by military commission for, among other offenses, the murder of U.S. Army Sergeant First Class Christopher Speer. Khadr is alleged to have thrown a grenade which killed Speer and wounded another U.S. Army soldier during a 2002 engagement in Afghanistan. Khadr also faces other charges which stem from his alleged participation in: al Qaeda “basic training,” land mine training, the conversion of land mines into improvised explosive devices, and the shooting and killing of two Afghan militia members.

Canada’s announcement that it will not seek Khadr’s repatriation means that not only is Khadr likely to face trial by military commission, he may well be the first to do so under the revised commissions the Obama administration employs.

Much of the attention on Khadr’s case has focused on his age – according to his defense counsel he was 15 years and 10 months at the time of his alleged offenses. Much of the attendant criticism which flows from Khadr’s age when detained, and the authority to hold him criminally responsible, is misdirected if not misplaced. Such critiques overlook well established international norms which provide not only for restricting Khadr’s liberty but also for holding him accountable for any crimes he may have committed. These norms are extant both in the *lex specialis*, the law of armed conflict (LOAC), and in more general international law writ large. The discussion about child soldiers could, and should, be broader.

Under the LOAC, the Fourth Geneva Convention on civilians discusses the detention of individuals who, like Khadr, don’t qualify as either members of a regular or irregular armed force and thus are not considered prisoners of war under the Third Geneva Convention. Additionally (and more specifically), regardless of whether you characterize the armed conflict in Afghanistan in 2002 as international (IAC) or non-international (NIAC) in nature, the Additional Protocols (AP) to the Geneva Convention clearly envision the detention of “children” who directly participate in hostilities. While the United States has not ratified either of the APs, and one can argue about the applicability of the various Geneva Conventions to the current conflicts, through Department of Defense Directive 2311.01E, the United States policy is to...
apply the law of war during all armed conflicts, regardless of how such conflicts are characterized. Perhaps more relevant to this discussion, the majority of the world has ratified the APs and detention of individuals like Khadr is consistent with those widely subscribed instruments.

Additional Protocol I, which deals with IAC, discusses the protection of children in art. 77. While art. 77 affords special protections, those protections apply to children under 15. Even then, the special protections do not preclude children, even those under 15, from being arrested, detained, or interned if they take a direct part in hostilities. Under AP I, persons who had not reached 18 years of age when they committed an offense related to armed conflict are not subject to the death penalty. The clear inference is that such individuals may be held criminally responsible for their actions and subject to punishment, just not capital punishment.

Additional Protocol II, which deals with NIAC, describes the care and aid children require in art. 4, and in slightly more detail than AP I. It does so first as applied to children who do not take a direct part in hostilities or who have ceased to take part in hostilities. It then qualifies that the special protections remain applicable to children under 15 who have taken a direct part of hostilities. Again though, the special protections do not include protection or immunity from internment or detention, and wouldn’t apply to Khadr anyway as he was not under 15.

Most of the provisions of the APs reflect current U.S. practice (see Michael Matheson, The US Position on the Relation of Customary International Law to the 1977 Protocols Additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, Remarks before Session One of the Humanitarian Law Conference (Fall 1987), 2 AM. U. J. Int'l Law & Pol'y 419 (1987). But to the extent that the APs are considered anachronisms and not indicative of evolving norms against child soldiers, fair enough. Yet the normative evolution focuses on increasing the minimum age for direct participation in hostilities and for recruitment into armed groups-- not on preventing prosecutions of those in violation of the norm. The detention provisions of the LOAC should not be viewed as an aberration or radical departure from how the world community otherwise views detention and prosecution of child offenders. They are not.

The international community has struggled to reach consensus on at what age children may be held criminally responsible. The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) defines a child as anyone under 18 and while the CRC provides special protections to children, those protections don’t include immunity from prosecution and punishment (other than capital punishment or life imprisonment without possibility of release). The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (Beijing Rules) were also not able to agree on an age trigger for criminal responsibility, instead that decision is left to individuals States with the guidance that the age should not be set at too low a level and should reflect emotional, mental, and intellectual maturity. Under the Rome Statute, the International Criminal Court lacks jurisdiction over persons under the age of 18 while the Statute for the Special Court for Sierra Leone allowed for prosecution of children age 15 and older, although no such prosecutions
The era of the *doli incapax* rule, an irrebuttable presumption that children may not be held criminally responsibly, is over. Even when it existed, it did not extend past the age of 14. This is borne out in international practice, for example in 1993 the United Kingdom found two 11-year-olds criminally responsible for kidnapping and murdering a two year old boy. In reviewing that decision, the European Court for Human Rights, in *T and V v. UK*, ruled that attributing criminal responsibility to a 10 year old did not in and of itself give rise to a violation of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The Court also noted that the age of ten cannot be said to be so young as to differ disproportionately from the age-limit followed by other European States.

While aspects of children and criminal responsibility are either unsettled or left to individual nations, at a minimum we should acknowledge that the LOAC provides authority to detain and prosecute individuals like Khadr. Moreover, in the broader sense, there isn’t a norm governing the age of criminal responsibility but if there was (or is), the prosecution of an individual two months shy of their 16th birthday for murder would fit safely within its ambit.

*Chris Jenks is a Lieutenant Colonel and Judge Advocate in the United States Army. The opinions expressed above are exclusively those of the author, and not necessarily reflective of any agency of the United States government.*
Washington: International Tribunal Not a Bargaining Chip

The U.S. has stressed that support for the Special Tribunal for Lebanon "and its pursuit of justice will not waver" and reiterated that the court tasked with trying ex-Premier Rafik Hariri's suspected assassins "is not a bargaining chip."

The stance was made on Wednesday by U.S. Deputy Representative to the U.N. Alejandro Wolff.

He told a Security Council session on the Middle East that the court "remains a key tool to end the era of impunity for political assassinations in Lebanon."

"As Secretary of State (Hillary) Clinton has noted, the tribunal is not a bargaining chip; it is an independent judicial process," Wolff said.

He also stressed that Washington remains committed to supporting Lebanon's sovereignty and independence.
Transitional justice hampered by lack of reform

By Alex Bell

Transitional justice in Zimbabwe, which has been described as one of the key factors in rebuilding the country, is being hampered by the lack of any real reform promised by the unity government.

This is according to a leading Zimbabwean human rights activist and lawyer who is facilitating a series of upcoming workshops on transitional justice in the Diaspora. Gabriel Shumba, the Director of the Zimbabwe Exiles Forum in South Africa, will join Irene Petras (from the Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights) and Lovemore Matombo (from the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions) in London on Thursday for the first workshop, aimed at garnering public opinion from Zimbabweans in the Diaspora on transitional justice options.

The workshops have been organised by the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum, in cooperation with the Council of Zimbabwe Christian Leaders in the UK and the Zimbabwe Association. In 2009 the Forum conducted a number of similar programmes throughout Zimbabwe, to find the public’s desired transitional justice model for the country. The workshop in London is the first to include Zimbabweans in the Diaspora and is also the first of a series to be conducted in the UK.

Shumba told SW Radio Africa’s Diaspora Diaries programme on Tuesday that the workshops are critical to get opinions from victims of human rights abuses at the hands of the Robert Mugabe regime, who fled to places like the UK. Shumba said that the workshops will allow people to state how they want justice to be served on the many perpetrators who have never been punished for their abuses. He explained how key recommendations can then be passed on to the government, and specifically the Organ on National Healing and Reconciliation, set up to tackle issues of transitional justice.

The Organ has already been largely dismissed as a non-entity by human rights campaigners in Zimbabwe, with some groups even accusing it of being nothing more than a ZANU PF ‘gimmick’. Restoration of Human Rights Zimbabwe (ROHR) and the Victims Action Committee (VAC) dismissed the Organ as giving false hope to victims of ZANU PF’s 2008 election violence and atrocities. Giving a joint statement to the media in Harare last month, ROHR Zimbabwe Director Tichanzii Gandanga, and VAC’s Fortune Muchuchuti, said the Organ had not only failed but was guilty of giving false hope to the masses of Zimbabwe.

On Diaspora Diaries Shumba explained that real implementation of transitional justice and the work of the Organ was being hampered by the lack of political will in Zimbabwe. He explained that the same people responsible for ‘scuppering’ the unity government are the same people resistant to seeing the nation heal. Shumba added that the same structures of abuse, such as repressive laws like the Public Order and Security Act (POSA) were still in place in Zimbabwe, despite promises of reform by the unity government. He said this lack of reform “make any inroads towards transitional justice impossible.”

“The lack of reform is making implementation difficult and the future of national healing will be wholly dependent on political will.”

When asked what the point was in holding workshops in the Diaspora for such an ‘impossible’ task, Shumba said awareness was an achievement “critical to move the nation forward.” He explained that by getting people to ask questions on the future they want, was advancing their basic rights, rights that for years have been trampled on by the Mugabe regime.

“This kind of process gives people a voice and it will assist the nation in moving forward,” Shumba said.